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EDITORIAL

It is not a strange phenomenon
speak of "governance,,, ..authority," "leadership," "power,r, etc., in the
sphere of any type of human community. And they are all the more widely
spoken within the context of Religious
community since the Religious are part
and parcel of the wider ecclesial community, which is known for its effrcient and effective way of functioning.
In Religious communities some are
entrusted with the role of leadership
with the expectation that they be committed in placing themselves to be at
the service of their members.
to

From the perspective of the communities, which consist of consecrated
persons, the concept ofleadership can
never be purely understood in the
political and secular sense as ruling,
controlling, dominating and dictating
although there is the general feeling
that the manifestation of these connotations is not completely untraced
in Religious Life. However, we are
invited to be motivated by the nuances
of leadership in the light of the Word
of God. The New Testament notion of
a leader can be basically summarized
in a figurative language as a ,.seryant,,
("diakonis"). The nature of service that
we are called to do, becomes very much

transparent in the life and mission of
Jesus who expressed: "For the Son of
Man came not to be served but to serve,
and to give his life a ransom for many,,
(Mk 10:45). Another image of the
Christian Scriptures is a ..shepherd.,,
The leaders are considered to be the
partners of God who are expected to
transcend to the existent of manifesting the spirit of self-giving and total
commitment in building, caring and
nourishing the communities that Christ
has brought about (cf. Jn l0:11ff).

In

course

of time, we

could

observe in the ecclesiastical circle, the

surfacing of distortion with regard to
the exercise of leadership from its biblical perception due to various factors.

Naturally, the secularization of leadership had also contributed for the
prevalence of negative influences in
carrying out the ministry of leadership
in the Religious communities. But it
is interesting to note that in the Third
Millennium, a radical paradigm shift
has been taking place in this regard.
There is a sincere call to move away
from the hierarchal, jurisdictional or
legalistic, autocratic, autonomous way
of functioning to relational, prophetic,
transformative, and collegial approach
basically stressing on the principle
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of subsidiarity. This radical shift has
been necessitated because of the fact
that we are living in a Postmodern
world, which is different from that of
the founders and foundresses ofvaried
Religious communities.

Gone are the daYs to think that
the leaders only had the possibility of
acquiring the information necessary
for decision making. Today, as we are
living in an "information age," the
realization, to think that others are also
equally possessing credible information, is inviting them to have dialogue
with the members in order to take the
decision on any issue especially pertaining to the community. Thus there
is a growing trend to go for a radical
redefining of the concept of leadership
in the Religious communities.

In their efforts to have a renewed
perception of leadershiP, a good
number of peoPle has come forward
in spelling out the various qualities
that every leader is exPected to be
endowed with in order to be effective
in animating the community. But the
reality of life makes us to understand

trust and courage, rooted in paschal
faith and unshakable hoPe against
hope. They will need to PraY for the
grace to hold together peace, patience,
and passion; to have at the bottom of
their heart the peace given by paschal
faith and hope; and to be able to remain
patient in the face of obstacles and
delays in making an apostolic community of love, but always to be passionately committed to carrying out this
ministry, no matter what the cost..."

In general it is understood that in
the midst of greater expectations of
the members and the lack of disPosition on the Part of some to commit
themselves for the corlmon good, the
complexity that is involved inhandling
certain issues of the community, and
the demands that arise in discerning
the signs of the times, the exercise of
leadership basically becomes impossible without the grace of God.

Besides God's grace it is something inevitable to become aware of
certain practical directions and guidelines to counter the daily challenges
of the Religious leaders. Hence this
treats the
thatthe challenges are numerous and it Issue of Sanyasa basically
in Consecrated
is very much demanding from the Part theme of "Governance
which deal
ofleaders to put all the proposed qual- Life." It contains articles,
as the exercise of
ities into practice. In this regard, John with the issues such
and obedience
Carrol Futrell tells: "Those called to authority, leadership,
Besides,
the ministry of authority in Religious in the Religious communities.
articles that
community in the future will face a it also carries two more
insights with
tremendous challenge calling for great bring out enlightening
JANUARY
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regard to the future of Religious Life
and the Christian Ashram. We hope
and wish that these theological reflections could play a vital role in bringing about renewal and enrichment in
the life and mission of Consecrated
persons.

Arul Jesu Robin undertakes a
serious investigation to find out the
fascinating leadership qualities that
are found in Moses and Jesus by
going through various incidents which
occurred in their lives and tries to
apply them for the rightful exercise
of leadership in the context of today's
Consecrated life. As he himself accepts
that his study is very much selective
rather than all-inclusive in its nature.

care. While inviting today's Religious

superiors to be tolerant towards the
weakness of others, to correct them
with positive strokes and above all to
promote a non-critical relationship, he
proposes a number of other practical
guidelines for them to animate the life
and mission of the community in an
effective way.
Inthe circle ofconsecrated women
and men, there is a growing anxiety to
think whether the Religious Life has a
future at all. While briefly indicating
the rationale behindthis haunting question, Fr. Joseph Mattam emphasizes the
necessity of revitalizing the real identity of today's Consecrated persons as
prophets within the Church.

Bandhu Ishanand Vempeny basi-

cally examines the issue of governance in Religious Life by making use

of parables and allegories. Then

he

goes on to deal with the theology and

spirituality of governance from the
perspectives of socio-psychological
ideas, his famous Kingdom Ideal and
a Christo-centric world with the view
of making the exercise of governance
more relevant and meaningful in the
Religious communities.

Fr. Xavier E. Manavath, in his
scholarly article, attempts to assert
the relevance of Christian Ashram (an
indigenous form of Christian living)

as a vital force for the spiritual formation of people in the context of the
existence of socio-cultural, historical
and diversity of India. In his approach
he bases himself on the inspirations
drawn from Adrian Van Kaam who
developed the Science of Fundamental

Archbishop Menamparampil, in
dealing with the theme of "Leadership
in Religious Communities, makes us

Human Formation.

CMF
Chief-Editor

S. Devadoss,

to understand that every human being
is hungering for recognition, love and
JANUARY
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LEADERSHIP IN THE BIBLE: THE PARADICMS OF
MOSES AND JESUS
AruI Jesu Rotrin, CMF

Leadership in the Bible is such a
vast theme that it would be difficult
to deal the entire subject satisfactorily.
Hence what I am attempting here is a
selective thematic study of leadership
in the Bible. I intend to analyse only
the leadership qualities of Moses, the
greatest leader in the Jewish tradition,
and Jesus, the new Moses and perhaps
the greatest leader ever born in this
world. I have chosen these two as paradigms of leadership in the Bible. I
would also highlight the application of
the leadership qualities of these great
leaders to the present form of consecrated life whenever it requires.

1. Moses, the Greatest Leader

in

the OId Testament

The name Moses which etymologically means 'oone saved from
water" takes us back to his birth
during the time of severe oppression
of the Israelites by the Egyptians and

the subsequent placing of a

threemonth old baby in the Nile river and

the providential helping hand by
Pharaoh's own daughter (Ex 2:1-10).
Pharaoh's daughter considered Moses
as her own son (Ex 2:10). Hence he
must have been well educated, trained
and had varied opportunities to grow
in Egyptian wisdom. Moses was powerful in his words and deeds (cf. Acts
7:22). The psalmist calls him "man

Arul Jesu Robin is a Claretian Missionary from the Province of Chennai. He obtained his
doctorale in Biblical Theology from the Gregorian Pontifical University, Rome. Besides, he also
holds diploma in Formative Psychology and licentiate in Consecrated Life from Claretianum,
Rome. At present, he is serving as the Director of LIFE (Lay Institute for the Formation ol
Evangelizers) Dindigul, Tamil Nadu,
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:of God" (Ps 90) and "the chosen one
of YHwn" (Ps 106:23). YHwH himself
calls him his "own servant" (Num
l2:7; Jos 1:2; see also Dt 34:5). The
book of Chronicles presents him as

dered to his impulses and short-temper
and did the unthinkable: seeing no one
around, he killed the Egyptian who ill-

treatedhisfellowbrother.
. of^,his.
T,-^
r^,. rhe saw two
next day'
The _-^-,r

Besidesown men fighting' Naturally as a
him self-made leader' he intervened and
as
well
as
the
Psalms
in the Prophets,
asked"'why do you strike your fellow
in the New Testament highlighting his
Hebrew?" (13)'' There came the

"man of God" (lch'23:14).

Pentateuch, we have references of

importance. Moses lived forty years
in Egypt in the royal court of Pharaoh
and another forty years of exile in the
Arabian Desert and the final forty years
of leadership of Israel from Egypt to

shocking reply questioning his selfmade leadership: "who made you a
ruler and judge over us? Do you mean
to kill me as you killed the Egyptian?"
(14' emphasis added)' Moses'mission
failed' His leadership was

Moab (Acts 7:23-36). our interest
is only in his last forty
years as the reader or... qood readers
Israel guiding the peoole
not Want tO
from Egypt to tvtoai.]'''

:

t.t.

Moses,Faited

iiii:t

Attempt at Leadership
'rE.

o" fiX!]tf",lll"XirlfiEfi

be lead- from Pharaoh in order to
ers and people who llY?.his life and reached

TH'*"f"llllit
:i"-,-Ylfl.l?,?:
to
orten long-Y-.'Y,'f:ff11.,r1"'tr fr:,1",:
[:]"*

There is an interestof a saviour by himself
:ing incident in the early
without any apparent
tife of Moses. He had now grown up mission given by YHwu but he was
,and was about 40 years old. He was rejected by his own people and the
aware that he was an Israelite enjoying dejected Moses had to flee Egypt.
all the pleasures of the world while his
Jesus says to Pilate' "You would
fellow brethren were in utter despair
have no authority over me unless it
under forced labour and slavery. one
had been given you from above" (Jn
day, he went out and saw his people 19:11)' In consecrated life' leadership
suffering under forced labour. To his
shock, he saw an Egyptian beating

;1*ffl;;ffi;1"J:Lf,"ffi:'fi'tJ:J;

i##il;Jh::,*.-,#T,11;[!ly:"::"*;",x1ffi *il:l.ffi

.1""i:

done to his fellow brother. He himself superiors often long to be. The above
assumed the leadership and took the incident from the life of Moses is a
law into his own hands. He surren- constant reminder of failure to those
10
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living God of Abraham, of Isaac and
of Jacob (cf. 3:14-16), answered
YHws. Moses was not satisfied. He
1.2. The Dejected Moses' Call to
went on raising his objection but this
Leadership
time with all his humility and reverhave never
Here is the irony! Moses wanted ence to God: "O my Lord,I
past nor
the
to be a leader and took up the mantle been eloquent, neither in
of leadership by himself but his lead- even now that you have sPoken to
ofsPeech
ership was questioned and he had to your servant; but I am slow
flee for his life. The frustrated and and slow of tongue" (4:10). YHwu
was only
dejected Moses was content in taking was not convinced. Prophet
tell
would
a mouthpiece of God. God
care of the flock of his father-in-law
him what he should speak. "I will be
Jethro (Ex 3:1). And there God called
him for leadership: "I will send you with your mouth and teach you what
to Pharaoh to bring my people, the you are to speak" (4:12), Yuwu was
Israelites, out of Egypt" (Ex 3:10). categorical and firm in his reply. Poor
Moses must have been greatlY dis- Moses could no longer flnd any other
tressed. Pharaoh's palace in Egypt excuse. Now he became frank and
was precisely the place he took uP honest with himself. At last, shedding
leadership by himself and failed mis- his well-concealed diplomacy, he was
erably and he had to escape in order straightforward: "O my Lord, please
to save his life. And YnwH asked him send someone else. I do not want to go"
to go exactly to that place as a leader. (a:13). 'Why didn't you tell me this at
'No, no, flo...", Moses answered. He first,' God might have lost his temPer
simply could not think of going back and uttered these words silently. The
who grab leadership without apparent
mission from above.

to the same place and that too, to liberate the Israelites from the clutches of
Pharaoh's mighty hands.

Moses began to raise objections
after objections. "Who am I that I
should go to Pharaoh and bring the
Israelites out of Egypt?" (3:11, emphasis added) thundered Moses. "Do not

worry,

I will be with you," assured

YHwH. "Who are you to send me,"
continued Moses his objection (3:13).
I am who I am. I exist by myself and
I do not depend upon anyone for mY
existence. I am such an almightY

sacred author writes, "Then the anger
of the Lord was kindled against Moses"
@1$. Well. God did give him a helPer
in the person ofAaron, his brother' But
it was Moses who was sentto EgYPt as

the leader.

"Please someone else, and not I"
must have been the natural reaction
of many religious when the burden of
leadership was thrust upon. Many may
bear the cross of leadership simply
because there is no one else to carry
it. But the Moses-experience clearly
points out that the hesitant superior
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need not be a bad superior.

All authority

began to quarrel with Moses and asked

when himtogivethemwatertodrink.Tohis
will shock ind utter disbelief, they argued
the saying, "why did you bring ,r, oit or
not Egypt, to kiil us and o.r,
and

gomes from God (cf. Jn 19:11).
it is really from God, our excuses
be of no use as that of Moses. As
saying goes: "A good leader does
want to be a leader and one who longs
and seeks for leadership is not a good
leader." with God's help, one can be

faithful
1.3.

a

leader.3

periodical Wsits to His

Boss

"f,ildr"n
livestock with thirst?,' (Ex
l7:3). lt
is here Moses edifies and inspires us
with his total and complete surrender
to yHWH. True, he was disappointed
and shattered but he went to his master

and asked for clarity and a way out
Moses knew exactly who his boss from this life-threatening situation.
was and never forgot him.a He made He cried out to YHWH asking, rather
regular and periodical visits to him. demanding, "What shall I do with
Indeed he knew that it was yHWH this people? They are almost ready to
who called in the burning bush and stone me" (Ex l7:4). The God who
assured him while calling
entrusted the mission of
liberating the people of Many may bear the him to carry out the difIsrael from the slavery of CfOSS
Of leadefShi, ficult_and painful mission

ffi#"f:i fJ il1lJJ_ simpry because trere ::.i:Tfjfri",:H:",'li,T-Egypt
lems, he went to his is no one else to car- slavery of
saying,
"I will be with you" (Ex
master for guidance and I! it.

consolation. He totally
relied on YHWH who called him. He
used to spend long hours with his
master consulting and pouring out his
feelings.

There are many texts in the book
of Exodus and Deuteronomy that
present the deep intimacy and relationship that Moses had with YHWH,
his master. We shall present here only
two of them.

The people of Israel had passed
the wilderness of Sin and camped at
Rephidim. But in this place there was
no water for the people to drink. They
12

3:12) did not forget his
promise at the time of need. He miraculously gave water from the rock and
thus saving the Israelites from thirst
and Moses from the wrath of his own
people (cf. Ex 17:1-7).5
Ex 33:7-23 presents the intimacy

that Moses enjoyed with YHWH.
Moses would enter the tent and the
Lord would speak to him (9). It is even
written that "the Lord used to speak to
Moses face to face, as one speaks to
a friend" (11) in spite of his warning
to Moses that "you cannot see my
face, for no one shall see me and live,,
(20). In fact, Moses'face was shining
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with the Almighty no attention to me, how then will
he had to put the veil on his face pharaoh listen to me?" (Ex 6:12).
(cf. Ex 34:29-35).
Right at the beginning of their journey
because of his talk

th{

A religious leader can never rorget
God who called him to "serve." Sftie
cannot pretend as if srhe were indepen;ffi'r1il"Yil,I::ff11:X1"Tr:L:::
dent and self-sufficient. The moment
srhe thinks that s/he can do everything
without God's help, s/he fails in her/
us" (Ex 5:21)' Surprised and shocked
his duty as consecrated person and a
by this unexpected hostility from his
leader. S/he needs to dialogue with
God periodicauy and regurirry, consulting him on important decisions
why have you treated your people so
and seeking his guidance and direction
badly? Why did you send me?" (Ex
everyday. Jesus'final words, "remem-

fl:#,*Y*#;JJ"ffi:f,l'i*;:::

Hli1""Hij:IlflT*:Tl##if?i?

;#l[::i""it]ji fifr*i::,J?Ti::

I am alwavs with,4 ,..;igious
-;_ -- leader can I.2? r"rfJ":*ilt:?
-(Mt 2B:20f should [?i never forget God who accusing Moses saying,
there no tombs in
ber,

you, to the end of the ase"

._

_^

a leader io .o*ptffi called him to "serve.""fllre
depend upon him u,i s/he cannot pretenJ
il?JJ;,
enter into a deeper rela69 if s/he were inde-.iTir... farbetterserve
tionship with him. And
-_._--,___,'-_
God would be tellinJ^l Pendent and self-suf- Egvpt than to die in the
desert!" (Ex 14:11-12)'
c
leader who ao"Utr
leadership ability, "My
On the way, as the
grace is sufficient for you, for power Israelites became thirsty, they grumis made perfect in weakness" (2cor bledagainstMosessaying,,,wtrat-strait
L2:9).
wedrink?" (Exl5:24)andagaininthe

ft

-ii]

fJ"."f;

ient.

desert' the entire community grumbled
- A Crown of Thorns against Moses complaining, "If only
As far as Moses was concerned, we had died by the hand of yahweh
leadership was a real crown of thorns in Egypt when we sat down to calfor him. First of all, Moses had a ter_ drons of meat and ate all the bread we
rible time of frustration and pain in wanted, where as you have brought us

1.4. Leadership

the

to this desert to let the whole assembly
Israelitesfree.Then,onthewilderness, die of starvation!" (Ex 16:3). It is in
he had to face terrible pain from his this background that Moses, unable to
own people whom he led from slavery bear the accusations after accusations
to freedom: "If the sons of Israel paii from his own people, cried to YHws

Egypt in convincing Pharaoh to let
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with utter pain and agony, "What shall the people. He was amazedto see his
I do with the people? They are almost son-in-law doing each and every work
while great number of people having
ready to stone me!" (Ex l7:4).

weu! rhis is what many rerigious leaders often experience in

[h.?,T:

their

l;"*i}',r.0;;ffffitlil"l;""?x#Tt
Moses caused by over work. He asked

f."""ffIn.;iH#ffi Hil]

iijff,

11!
;Xli:;.'^,f,,1T ]:x 1T
the subjects. Instead of gratitude and while uit tt" people stand around you
words of encouragement, the leaders from morni"g
evening?,, (1S14).

*h H::,,H'Jffi

""tif

i:,l;"rt'ff: ffiT;fi"."*?, HU"J:l,lx; nffi'*

with disputes of the p"opl. and irstucting
gossip, uncharitable comments, char- them on the statutis of God (cf. Ex
acter assassination, ntmours, jealousy, 1 g:15-16).
may even be ready to "stone"

baseless accusations, etc.

1.5. Delegation

of

Authority

Every leader knows
how important it is to
pool the resources ofthe
group and entrust the
responsibilities with the
genuine spirit of delega-

It was in this context

orten the sood ir-'o"Jy,iiiiT:Jl' H'ir:

tentions of the lead- delegation of authorers are nOt prOperly ity that holds good even
understood by the q*{' He, tells Moses

subjects

tion. We can flnd no better
example than what we find in the life
and mission of Moses for proper delegation.
Jethro, the father-in-law of Moses
came to the wilderness with Moses'
wife and his two children (Ex 18:5).
He was quite happy to know what
YHwu had done to the people of Israel
throughthe hands of Moses. He stayed
with Moses in the wilderness and there
he saw people standing around Moses
from morning until evening while he

was busy doing so many things for
14

5l1',fJ',i,

Ill"#: #;

cannot go on doing everything by yourself alone.
You will be wom out soon along with
your people. Why are you not respecting and trusting them? Why are you
not sharing your responsibility with
them? You have too much of work
and you cannot do them all alone. You
should do only what is very essential
and things that can be done only by
you. Tasks that can be done by ordinary people should be done by them.
Trust them and entrust responsibilities to them. All that you need to do
is to represent people before God,
bring their cases before God, teach the
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people the statutes and instructions
and make known to them the way they
are to go and the things they are to do'
choose immediately able men who
fear God and are trustworthy and share
your authority with them. Let them be
offrcers and judges. Let them decide
minor cases and bring to you only the
major cases. Let them bear the burden
with you. This is how you can easily
bear the difficulties and hardships (cf.
Ex 18:17-23).

1.6. Moses did not reach the Promised

Land
Moses took the Israelites from
Egyptwiththemissionofleadingthem
to the promised Land, Canaan. H" *u,
with them for forty years in the wilderness undergoing great physical and
mental agony, tolerating unjust accusations and unexpected disappointments.

At least, he would have had the final

satisfaction and the joy of fulfilling
the mission, reaching the destination,
leading the Israelites from the land of
Moses listened to his father-in- slavery to the land of freedom. Alas, it
law and did as he suggested. He was not to be. He could not enter the
Promised Land and enjoy
understood how genuine

rerisious leade' j. lffJ:::"r""T'#J::i1:
ffl.srfil:,J"*} ,:,tH: A
not expected to do the consolation of seeing
same time multiply i'["
tasks performed.-Ii also eVerything by Ofle-.it.only from a distance:
enhanced his relationsr,ip
with his subjects as they

self. S/he would 59'This is the land of which

worn-out soon

and
trusted and that they were
too felt

...

respected

L

tX"""::

JI
saymlg,

-L fit #iT;

will give it to

of

not simply recipients but partakers
tet you ,.. i,';T;d;ffiT#J:;,Li?;:
mission and valued co-operators and shall not cross overthere,, (Dt 34:4). .
colleagues of the master'6
Moses was called upon for true
A religious leader is not expected self-denial and to forego his egoistic
to do everything by oneself. S/he tendencies. He was reminded that he
would be worn-out soon besides being was carrying out only God's mission
branded as "alpha leader," "arrogant" in God's name and that he should look
and "dominating." Religious need to for God's glory and not his name and
be .,Omega leaders?' like Moses and fame. In a way, he was forbidden to
celebrate the victory that could have
Jesus, sharing the responsibilities with
enhanced his ego and given a false
otners, maKlng mem panaKers anc corleagues believing in them and trusting

them.7

:::',::^::-31"f::,:1.,1"^Y,:t^,:,i:
acnlevement.
I nls ls also me call gtven
to every religious leader. Leadership is
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an occasion to serve and not to exer- the people should not be like sheep
cise the authority in such a way so without a shepherd, a phrase Jesus
as to celebrate the completion of the would borrow later. Indeed, Ynwu lismission as a personal achievement. tened to these concerns and prayers
The leaders should work tirelessly not of Moses and quickly asked him to
bothering if they would reach the goal take Joshua son of Nun and make
and getan opportunityto celebrate and him his successor (cf. Num 27:15-21).
get the ego boosted. But there must be Moses wasted no time in doing what
utter faithfulness and total commit- God had commanded him to do. He
ment and a generous heart to be satis- took Joshua and had him stand before
fied and happy even if someone takes Eleazar the priest and entire Israelites.
the people to the "promised land" and Then he laid his hands as an outward
enjoys the fruits of one's hard work sign of the transferring of leadership
and selfless labour. This is the true self- and entrusted God's mission which
denial, kenosis coming
out ofinner freedom and Leadership is an o.- 1"",
this is the call given to casion to serve dfid leader Joshua (27:22every religious leader.
ngt tO exergise the 23).' Indeed, it is a great
olfti:'o'itv' matu1.7. Moses' Preparation authority in such a :,191
ofthe Successor
way so as to cete-

l?[ffi:,"0:i:*,J;

ily*;:o*H;i;'ffjJ."'

Moses was not brate the completion
L, is to be noted
jealous of the growth of of the mission as a ., .
other persons. He did personar
not see others as threat. ment.
a sudden without proper
In fact, he enjoyed the
preparation. In fact,
success of others. He did not want Moses was grooming
Joshua for quite
his mission to be over with his death.
sometime for leadership role. When
He wanted the good work that he had
Amalek came to attack Israel, it was

ac#;;-,ffi"[itf]:1#:,ffi

begun to be carried forward by other
people. He prepared people to succeed
him. Without any grudge or rancour,
he smoothly handed over the power.

When Moses was almost certain
that his days were numbered, he spoke
to the Lord. He pleaded God to appoint
someone over the congregation and
who would lead the people the way he

did. He emotionally prayed YHwu that
'16

Joshua who assumed leadership and
fought. Joshua chose courageous fighting men as commanded by his master,
Moses, and defeated Amalek and his
people while Moses was pleading
with God for his divine help (cf. Ex
17:8-13).

Again when YHwu asked Moses
to come up to the mountain to receive
the commandments, he took with him
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his 'oassistant" Joshua. It is to be high- and lives of millions ofpeople and left
lighted that he took with him only the world after making an indelibte
JoshuaandnotevenAarononthisvery mark on it simply because of his leadimportant occasion (8x24:13).
ership qualities. Surprisingly, he still
influences the world very much' This
Even while Moses left the tent of
meeting after speaking to yHwH "face
to face, as one speaks to a friend," ment of world even after 2000 years
his "young assistant" was in the tent of his death! He cannot
be but simply
listening to the conversation
(cf. Ex
.Ywrrqrrv'!r \wr'

lil'.*..ilffif,1f#"lif",fl!trf*:T;-

33:11).e

LA

i:T3l'""rTlrffihiilT:ifilH'T:ffi'

This exemplary attitude and is the perfect of example of Omega

behaviour of Moses-should challenge leader blending and incorporating the
every religious specially the leaders. positives of Alpha and Beta management styles.ro
It should leach th. r.ii-

Reliqious
-r"t leaders
took
E[:Llff 'fr::Xffi'," ,:' ;;il

at

rhe rour Gospers

thatauthorityissmootr,r] tfrelr conferrers
.as
transferred and the new l[pg6lg, bUt fathef
ih;'*y other books of
leader continues the good
the Bible. Jesus never
u,
brothers
or
siswork done by the prede- f- -'--:'gave a lengthy discourse
cessor without dift;- ters, esteemed famtheme "leader-

[ffiil- ff"llt #:

ties and contusion,;;h; ily members- sharing
case was with Moses and 11.1s sam;
*t.Hr,roffi?;
Joshua' Religious leaders
be traced from his life as
and
shall not look at therr conteaching' There
ferrers as threats, but rather as
,-^^l:11-'s
or sisters, esteemed ramily members
sharing the same mission and vision'
what he pr"i.h"d and taught and what
2. Jesus the New Moses, a leader he preached and taught was his very

,iii"X

vision.
brothers

:*-lhe
ltlo;',

ffi H"[:ru'Tf]:L::tiliJi,t"*'*

parexce,ence

:'f,;ff.ffi,?ffi,:fiI,ii*"tr"[:YJ:

Jesus ls pernaps rne grearesr as teaching'
leader ever lived in this world. He 2.1. Sermononthe Mount (Mt 5-7)
is a leader par excellence. He lived
in an era where the terms "psychol- The entire Sermon on the Mount
ogy" and "human management" were found in the Gospel of Matthew is
never heard of. yet, this man from a beautiful lesson on leadership in
Galilee was able to change the world consecrated life. If a religious leader
JANUABY
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follows all those difficult but possible care (7:1-5). One's attitude towards
recommendations of Jesus as found in leadership and others would undergo
the Sermon on the Mount, s/tre would drastic change if slhe practises the
be incorporating Jesus'Omega style of golden rule of Jesus: "Do to others
leadership.Theywerenotmeresayings as you would have them do to you"
of Jesus but his very life. A leader like (7:12).
Jesus should be poor in spirit, meek,
pure in heart, p.u". maker, ready to 2'2' True Greatness (Mk9"33-37)
,,striving to be great,, is something
face difficulties and pain for the just
and righteous causes, and must

hunger fpical of lewish-mentality of

tha:t

andthirstforrighteousness (cf. 5:3-12). time and it permeated the whole of the
A leader must be the salt and light of palestinian concept of piety. On every
his/her family or community (cf. 5113- occasion, be it inihe aisembly for thl
14). A leader is never to lose temper service of God, or be it in the execu_
and get angry unnecessarily. A leader tion of justice or even at a common
should never insult those
table' the first question
who are entrusted to his/
that
they asked was "who
-, secret
sucher care and
cess
leadership
"roors" (cr.

calltffi ftre
in
5:2r-22).

of

[:'*""fl:3:;fl:iilll

A leader can never consists in not hav- be shown to each person
win the battle Uy ,or"- ing enemies bUt became an obsessive and

terargument or retalia- maintaining lOVing all-important preoccupaFor example, in
tion.il Jesus teaches that relationshiS
'.--''Ywith all: lio"''3
Qumran community, all
the true leader should

the members were ranked
never react and lose his
energy.r2 So, he asks not to resist an annually according to the worthievildoer and be ready to turn the other ness of each individual.ra In fact even
precedence is important in the
cheek, if anyone stiikes on the right today'
,,An eye for an eye and a tooth "protocol" and this is seen even in the
cheek.
Church'
for a tooth" is not going to win friends
and support for a religious leader (cf.
Human being longs to be great
5:38-39). The secret of success in lead- and wants to be recognised as such by
ership consists in not having enemies others. Even Jesus' disciples were not
but maintaining loving relationship an exception to this. They wanted to
with all. Jesus invites leaders to love know "who was the greatest among
even the enemies and pray for those them." So they argued on the way.
who trouble (cf. 5:43-44). He asks Knowing their mentality and their
the leaders never to judge their staff "over-inflated ego balloons,"rs Jesus
members and those entrusted to their comes out with a beautiful lesson on
1B
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be

leadership: "if you want to be first,
not by living for himself by possessthe last of all and servant of all." One ing all that is possible or looking after
has to be simple and humble like the his family
familv needs
nee6s but
hrrf in living
liwino for
f.r,
child. This saying of Jesus reminds us
others' submitting himself humbly at
of the request of James and John to
the service of others esoeciallv those
occupy rne nrsr rwo lmponant posts.
Once again Jesus teaches the disiiples who are rejected and neglected by the
who were angry with James and fohn worldly standards. By asking the disfor this request of true greatness. He ciples to welcome the child (36-37)
tells them that the Gentiles'rulers love - at the time of Jesus, child counted
to dominate and exercise their author- for nothing and was given little value
ity by power. "But it is not arnong you; and the Aramaic word for child, talya,
but whoever wishes to become great
could also mean ..servant,, _ Jesus
among you must be your servant and ^.-;^:^:,^^_--"^ ^- ,^:-; ;- _ ,__---- -;
.t . 1 r
exhorts them to submit themselves at
,
wnoever
wlsnes to De nr$ among you
the service ofthose who are considered
must be a slave of all,,

(Mk

PerhapS, many gf

10:35-44).

.
," o:'*"rJJX'J::

Jffi

;;;

least in the society foltOdaV,S Cqnsegfalg6 lowing his own example.
persons are not l""whoever receives and
the least signifi-

irom the mentality of :::"t
child' receives
them is (34). Their under- the disciples *nenli :::t'. "
standing or greatness is ssl.pes to
Hc;;I*
worldly. For them, it is
power, authority, posiPerhaps, many of
"r16Ofity.
tion, domination, self-exaltation, today,s consecrated persons are not
who the greatest.

ffi;;;;

aggression, glory etc., as many of us
think even today. But for Jesus, true
greatness is something else. His logic
and measuring scale of greatness are
completely different from that of the
disciples. For him, greatness is not
domination but humble service (35).
He pronounces obsolete all common
.
1
measuremenB oI lmponance
ano
greatness. 'oln a ,o-pl.t" reversal
of the ordinary meaning of this term,
greatness is identified as humility and
servanthood.,,l6 One becomes great
JANUARY
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far from the mentality of the disciples
when it comes to power and authority.
Many religious leaders conveniently
forget or pretend to forget the teaching
ofJesusthatauthorityisservice'r8one
wonders how many religious leaders
havereallyunderstoodthesignificance
of Jesus' washins the feet of the disciples and practise his exhortation: "if I,
your Lord and Teacher, have washed
your feet, you also ought to wash one
another's feet" (Jn 13:14).
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2.i. Avoidance of Aruogance

Jealousy

I

and

open to accept the work of God and be

"a servant" even to the outsider (35).

whle

resus was at capernaum
in a house teaching the disciples of work of God perfoimed through dif_
true greatness, John comes out with ferent persons'
a curious incident: "Teacher, we saw
This lesson is so vital even today
someone casting out demons in your
name,andwetriedtostophim,because for the consecrated persons. There
he was not following us" (Mk 9:38). might be many religious leaders who
Jesus using this opportunity teaches still live with the attitude of pride,
how a disciple or a leader should be. arrogance, dominance, jealousy, and
He tells them that those who exer- exclusivism. This is not the attitude
cise authority should not be arrogant, the Bible teaches about leadership. A
selfish and jealous. Rather slhe should religious leader is to be humble, tolerbe tolerant and broadminded, ready to ant, broad-minded and open.

['rffi",Hff:ffTr:il]:j!:li[i#

welcome good slefjl. There might be many
z.l.
,
tions and deeds from anv ,r .

Be a Forgiving

' fellglOus lea0efs Person
one.
who still live- with
r
" '' the
"'Peter,
the leader of
Jesus, teachins
:::i;.:':'I
pride,
of
dIthe
of
,,humility,, u,ra ,.ri*ul|"" 1r1t_r9"^
!ro*p twelve aposrogance, dominanCe, tles and the first Pope of
jealousy, and exclu- the - Church appointed
by Jesus himself' comes
sivism.
to Jesus with a question:
who casts out demon
if another member
"Lord'
using Jesus'name (38). This attitude is
therisultoftheirpiide,arrogance,and of the church sins against me' how
often should I forgive? As many as
the desire to dominate and to be great
hood,, is contrastefffi
this attitude of the disciples on the "non-disciple"

seven times?" (Mt 18:21)' Possibly
Peter would have expected words of
a non-disciple would have threatened
Jesus as he was
their position as "greats" and "firsts.:: appreciation from
,,last,, and ready to forgive seven times. Instead,
Jesus wanted them to be
Jesus asks him to forgive uncondi..servant,, (35)
but they still desire to be
tionally without counting. A leader is
..firsts,,
and..masters.,,re
one who loves his/her subjects unconInthe context ofdisciple's dispute ditionally and understands them and
(cf. Mk 9:33-34), the success of a is ready to forgive when they err. As
non-disciple is a great blow to them. the saying goes, "To err is human; to
Thus, Jesus teaches them on how they forgive is divine." Jesus invites the
should behave with "outsider," be leader Peter to incorporate this divine
and first (34). Possibly, the succeis
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nature and to forgive his folk always
without counting.
Jesus himself is a symbol of forgiveness. He never refused to forgive
anyone. He forgave his "enemies"
even while hanging on the cross
without apparent request from them.
He always believed in people and kept
on giving them chances for transformation. Shockingly Peter who pledged
eternal faithfulness to Jesus denied
him not once but three times publicly
(Lk22:61). It must have been hard for
Jesus to forgive him. But he looked
at him compassionately, appeared to
him and asked him "to feed his sheep"
(cf. Jn 2l:15-17).20 Jesus even forgave
Judas Iscariot who betrayed him for
thirty silver coin when he prayed from
the cross, "Father, forgive them [most
probably including Judasl; for they do

not know what they are doing" (Lk
23:34).
2.

5. Fraternal Correction

shockingly strong words: "Get behind
me, Satan, you do not think the things
of God, but the things of men" (33b).
The phrase "get behind me" could
mean, "take the place of a disciple by
following me and my example." Only
by getting behind Jesus in the position of a follower can one think of the
things of God.2r Peter forgot his call.
He was called to follow Jesus (1:17).
By counselling Jesus, he seems to
lead Jesus than following him. Peter
in a way behaves like a master and
not as a disciple. Disciples are not to
guide, protect or possess Jesus; they
are simply to follow him.22 As a consequence, Peter's thoughts do not
comply with the will of God but with
human aspirations, which are often
dominated by satanic values.23 The

is

between the kingdom of
God and the power of evil. And in this
instance, Peter seems to choose the
power of evil. And Jesus shows where
Peter belongs: he is to be behind his

choice

master, Jesus.

A leader has the duty and responsiWhen the disciples tried to stop
bility to correctthose who are entrusted
people who brought children to
those
his
to
care. When Peter wanted Jesus to
him, he chided them and asked them
enjoy glory without cross and became
not to stop (cf. Mt 19:13-14). The disa stumbling block for Jesus to do the
will of his Father, Jesus did not hesi- ciples got angry towards a woman who
tate to correct and rebuke Peter. He poured very costly oil on his head and
even went to the extent of calling him
said to themselves, "why this waste?"
"Satan" (Mk 8:33). Hearing of Jesus' Aware of this, Jesus care-fronted
destiny of humiliation, sufflering and them saying "why do you trouble the
consequent death, Peter protests and woman? She has performed a good
"rebukes" him. He does not understand service for me" (cf . Mt26:6- I 0). When
that Jesus is a suffering Messiah. So Jesus was undergoing terrible pain in
it is Jesus'tum to rebuke Peter with anticipation of his passion and death
JANUARY
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on the cross, the three favourite dis-

in any case, the offender is not to be

ciples were enjoying a peaceful sleep.
Jesus gently rebuked them saying, "So,

left alone without making any attempt
to make the person realise one's mistakes and inviting her/him to repent

could you not stay awake with me one
hour? Stay awake and pray that you
may not come into the time of trial; the
spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is
weak" (Mt 26:40b-41). Jesus was to
be arrested. Peter was shocked that his
master was to be caught. He wanted
to save his master. He put his hand
on his sword, drew it and struck the
slave of the high priest, cutting offhis
ear. At once, Jesus scolded him, commanding: "Put your sword back into
its place; for all who take the sword
will perish by the sword" (Mt 26:52).
The Samaritans refused to receive the
messengers of Jesus. When James and
John came to know of it, they became
furious and asked Jesus: "Lord, do you
want to command fire to come down
from heaven and consume them?" (Lk
9:54). Jesus knewthatthere was no justification in destroying the Samaritan
village. So he strongly rebuked James
and John for coming out with this
violent solution.
Jesus also gives the lesson on fra-

ternal correction vividly. A religious
leader has to point out the fault and
correct the member in private without
hurting his/her ego (Mt 18:15).24 If
s/he fails to listen and correct, then
the leader can take one or two others
along with her/him and care-front (Mt
18:16). Ifslhe still refuses to listen, the
matter is to be reported to the higher
authority for perusal (Mt 18:17). But
22
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and make amendments.

2.6. Teamwork

Today we speak so much about
teamwork and shared mission. We
knowthatmany hands and many minds
can do more work than two hands and
one mind as Moses' father-in-law
taught him. Jesus was the pioneer here.
He never wanted to do his mission
alone. He wanted to share his mission
with others. So he called his first disciples as soon as he began his public
ministry (cf. Mt 4:18-22). He made
them participants of his mission. They
accompanied him in his preaching,
teaching and healing. They became
part of his life, leaving everything and
following him radically. He knew that
they needed training before doing the
mission by themselves. So he gave
them intensive training, a training for
three years. As the evangelist Mark
puts it: "Jesus appointed twelve to be
with him (training) and to be sent out
to proclaim the message and to have
authority to cast out demons (mission)"
(Mk 3:1a-15).

We can understand Jesus' desire
to involve his disciples as much as
possible in his life and mission in the
miracle of feeding the four thousand
with seven loaves. He took the seven
loaves and after giving thanks he broke
them and gave them to the disciples to
JUNE 2(lO8
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distribute and they distributed them to
the crowd (cf. Mk 8:1-9). It is interesting to note the role of the disciples in
this episode. In the beginning, the disciples presented their "stupidity" and
lack of trust and faith in the mighty
power of Jesus. They had witnessed
how Jesus fed the five thousand people
with five loaves and two fishes (cf.
6:30-44). Yet their eyes were closed
and they doubted Jesus' ability and
raised a doubting question: "Where
could anyone get these people enough
bread to eat in a deserted place?" (4).
Jesus must have been worried hearing
this shocking question from his own
disciples. Yet he did not neglect them
but made them his co-workers, ptrtakers and mediators of God's grace
to the people. After blessing, Jesus
asked the disciples to distribute the
bread and fish to the people, which
they duly did. In away, they became
mediators of God's grace in spite of
their weaknesses and failures. Despite
their foibles, Jesus would continue to
use ihem to transmit gift, life and the
grace of God to the multitude.2s Indeed
a valid lesson for the present religious
leaders as well as to the people who
want to throw stones at them at every
opportunity!26
2.7. Always at the Side of

His

Disciples
-

Jesus, the leader par excellence
was always at the side of his subjects.
He never betrayed them; rather he
defended them always in public. Let
us take the case of the disciples pluckJANUARY

ing grain and eating it on the Sabbath
(cf. Mt 12:1-8). They did what they
were not supposed to do on the
Sabbath. The Pharisees were shocked
seeing this. They complained to Jesus

saying: "Look, your disciples

are

doing what is not lawful to do on the
Sabbath" (2). But Jesus did not chide
the disciples in front of the Pharisees.
Instead, he defended them reminding
the Pharisees of what David did when
he and his companions were hungry.

Let us be reminded of

another
incident. Some people approached
Jesus and complained him of his disciples: "Why do John's disciples and
the disciples of the Pharisees fast, but
your disciples do not fast?" (Mk 2:18).
Again, Jesus came to the rescue of his
disciples and defended them from the
accusation. Jesus taking the leaf from
the Jewish marriage celebration, where
even the Pharisees who were relatives
of the bridegroom were exempted
from fasting even during the days of
fasting, said categorically, "As long as
they have the bridegroom [Jesus] with
them, they cannot fast" (Mk 2:19).
Jesus would never humiliate his disciples in public.

Finally, let me quote another incident. Againthe Pharisees came to Jesus

with the accusation against his disciples: "Why do your disciples break the
tradition of the elders? For they do not
wash their hands before they eat?" (Mt
l5:.2). Once again, Jesus defended his
disciples and did not utter even a word
against them for breaking the tradition
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ofthe elders. But he accused the accusers for breaking the commandment of
God for the sake of their tradition. For
Jesus, it was the commandment of God
that came first and not the tradition of
the elders (cf. 15:3-9).
This should be the attitude of the
religious leaders. No one likes to be
accused and humiliated in public.
Nothing can be more painful than
being criticised and betrayed in public
by one's own leader. Jesus never did
that to his disciples and we are not
above our master and we have no right
to do that. "Criticism is futile because
it puts a person on the
defensive and usuallv ..

life that they asked him to teach them
to pray (Lk 11:1). He consulted his
heavenly Father before taking every
major decision of his life. Before
beginning his public ministry, he was
there in the wilderness alone praying,
consulting, asking strength and clarity
for the mission that he is just about to
begin (cf. Mk 1:12-13). Before calling
the first disciples (cf. Lk 5:1-11), "at
day break.he departed and went into
a deserted place" (Lk 4:42). Jesus
wanted to choose his twelve special

staffmembers and he spent the whole
night with his Father before doing it:
"He went out to the mountain to pray; and he spent
Nothing
be the night in prayer to God.
.
And when the day cuune,
painful

can
makes him stri"; ;;
justiff himself. Criticism more
than
he called his disciples and
is dangerous, because it being criticised and chose twelve of them..."
wounds a person's ple-

betrayed

in

pUbliC (Lk 6:12-13).

cious pride, hurts his .-.-. --:-;_ _
by one's own leader'
sense of importan.., *i
arouses resentment."2T

For many scholilS, Peter's confession

of Jesus, "You are the
Messiah" (Mk 8:30) marks an important stage in the life and mission of
Jesus knew exactly who his boss
Jesus.
Just to quote a few, for R.T.
was and he never forgot him. He visited
France,
it is "the watershed" in Mark's
him every day and spent hours together
nanative2e and for Witherington,
sharing with him his life and mission
pivotal point" of the Gospel of
"the
and asking his guidance. "Nothing
could interrupt the time that was pre- Mark.30 Tolbert writes, "the incident
destined, set aside, and honored."28 at Caesarea Philippi [...] occurring so
Even though the crowd gathered to nearthe physical centre ofthe narrative,
praise him, to hear him, and to be easily qualifies as the central turning
cured of their diseases, "he would point ofthe story (trteripeteia), because
withdraw to deserted places and pray" at that point the momentum turns in a
(Lk 5:16). His disciples were so fas- different direction."3r According to the
cinated and inspired by Jesus'prayer Gospel of Luke, this important event
2.8. He Knows His Boss
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in the life and mission of Jesus took
place while Jesus was praying alone
and only his disciples near him (Lk

Endnotes:

l.

9: I 8). Transfiguration ofJesus, another

milestone in the life of Jesus too happened while Jesus was in deep communion with his Father (Lk 9:28). As
Jesus was about to be handed over to
undergo cruel passion, terrible crucifixion and finally violent death on the
cross, he sought his Father's guidance,
consolation and strength (cf. Lk 22:3946). Jesus' last words just before his
death were prayers of submission to
his Father (cf. Lk 23:46).

It is so obvious and needs no explanation of the importance of prayer life
for the religious leaders. They need
constant touch with the Almighty who
called them and shared His authority (Jn 19:11) for His guidance and
strength. There is no better example
for this than our Lord Jesus himself.
CoNcr,usroN

All I have done in this article is to
pick up a few incidents in the lives of
Moses and Jesus and to look at them
in the perspective of leadership. This
is only a selective study and I do not
claim to be all-inclusive of the leadership style and techniques of these two
great leaders. I have pointed out a few
aspects that have fascinated me and
questioned myself as a consecrated
person, my own style of leadership
and suggested correctives. I wish that
it does the same to the readers.
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COVEIRNANCE IN
RELICIOUS UFE'
Bandhu Ishanand Vempeny, SJ

'Governance' seems to be a new
term among us Religious though it
denotes and connotes the same old real-

tions like the IIMs, have given new
insights. We Religious cannot ignore
them without doing serious harm to

ities signified by the traditional terms,

the imperatives for renewal.

'AUTHORTTY' and'OBEDIENCE.' Does

this modern nomenclature mean anything more to us than putting the old
wine in new wineskins? Is it a matter of
beating round the bush without touching the sacred and 'inviolable' shrine
of authority-obedience, which is in
crying need of reform and renewal?
You may say almost anything about
obedience-disobedience but woe to
you if you transgress the sacred precincts of 'Holy Authority' ! But today's
researches in leadership, management,
and governance by secular institu-

In this paper we shall concentrate more on the authority-polarity
of governance than on its counterpart,
the obedience-polarity. Usually the
Religious are very sensitive or even
uncritical in our discourse on authority

while we are ready for a 'free-for-all'
and open criticism on obedience. One
might even say that on the one hand
open and sharp criticism on obediencedisobedience and on the other hand,
subservient and obsequious lip-service

to authority and authoritarianism can
be helpful for a careerist to climb the

lshanand Vempeny obtained his Masters in lndian Philosophy from M.S. University, Baroda
and his Doctorate for a Comparative Study on the Gita and the New Testament from Gujarat
University, Ahmedabad. Besides several scholarly articles, he has written many books, which
include: lnspiration in Non-Biblical Scriptures, 1973, Krishna and Christ, 1984 and Games We
Religious Play, 1987. He is presently Professor Emeritus at the Gujarat Vidya Deep and is
actively involved in the inter-religious dialogue.
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rungs of the ladder for higher positions
of power and status. It is said that there

had been greater and more betrayals
of the Gospel by authoritarianism than
by disobedience in the history of the
Church. This can be said with greater
certainty with regard to the history of
Religious Congregations (RCs) than
that of the Church.

personal fulflllment is part of governance. On the background of these
studies we shall make an effort to see
how Religious Governance can be
very effective and fascinating, remaining at the same time within the teachings of the New Testament Q.{T).

I. SOME PARABLES ON GOV.
ERNANCE

We shall highlight some problems
There is a well-known legend
involved with regard to governance
about
the construction of Notre Dame
(RL)
through
some
Life
in Religious
in Paris. One day a French
Cathedral
parables and allegories. After analyzing these parables we shall try to Philosopher went to the site of the
enquire into the theology and spiritu- cathedral, which was being built. First
ality implied in having a governance he met a well-dressed man and asked
according to certain socio-psycho- him what he was doing there? "I am
logical ideas, according to the ideals the Chief Architect," the man replied.
of the Kingdom of God (KG), inter- When he questioned another wellpreted in the Indian context in terms dressed man his reply was that he was
of the World Family (WF) ideal a la the financier. "I am the engineet," "I
am the interior decorator," "I am the
two well-known Sanskritic statements
contractor for the marble stones," etc.
(the
world
kutumbkam
vasudhaiva
replies came from different people
as one's family) and atraiva vishvam
bhavati elcnidam (the whole world as when questioned about their job at the
site. When, however, the same enquiry
one nest). Authority and obedience in
the KG understood in this way have was put to a poorly dressed man who
very positive and attractive meanings. was digging apit, his unhesitantanswer
Governance in this conceptual frame- was this: "I am building a cathedral."
work cannot only accommodate but
This legend can teach us how
also encourage prophetiimportant is the awarecally challenging people
there had been ness ofthe macro-goal of
to 'Holy Disobedience' greater and more a company or of aproject
and people of divergent
to influence their microthinking in opposition to betrayals of the Gosgoals and to integrate
convergent thinking. In pel by authoritarianthem with the macro.
the light of a brief study ism than by disobeSuch an integration
on Christo-centric world dience in the history
can boost up the enerwe shall try to see how of the Church.
gies and attitudes of the
28
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workers thereby influencing the quantity and the quality of the output. In
the activities and projects undertaken
by us Religious also, almost as in the
case of projects by the secular agencies, we can distinguish three types
of objectives, goals or ideals: (i) The
macro-goal which is usually related to
one or the other aspect of the KG ideal
in terms of the charism of the RCs, (ii)
the micro social or communitarian goal
which refers to the goals or objectives
of the various structures and institutions meant for the realization of the
KG ideal, and (iii) the micro personal
goal, objective or agenda of the individual members according to their personal charisms, interests, likes and dislikes. It is the function of a superior to
see how all these three goals/ideals are
integrated. In a RC each of these three
types can be neglected or thwarted
doing great harm to the various projects undertaken by it. The following
parables can help us understand what
the real meanings of these goals are,
how these goals can be neglected and
what happens to the RCs when these
goals are overlooked or deliberately
thwarted.
1. Religious

(A

Life Hospitalized2

communiqu6

from

At flrst she was visited assiduously by
the School Board, the Hospital Trust,
the Renewal Movement and other
clients.

"Get better," they cried, "How can
we manage without you?" "She was
perfectly well yesterday," commented
the Clergy.

"...Renew yourself,"

directed
erfe ct ae C ar itat i s . "Re-imagine yourself," said Dr. Schneider. "Refound
yourself," said Dr. Arbuckle. "Reshape
yourself," said Dr. Cada. "Reweave
yourself," said Dr. Leddy. "Well, resomething," they shouted in chorus.
P

But Religious Life still declined,

so the Major Superiors called in
the specialists. "She's outgrown her
strength," declared the Pediatrician.
"She needs rest, vitamins and plenty
of good Pope-John fresh air." "On the
contrary," objected the Geriatrician,
"she's outlived her time. It's even too
late for a mid-life crisis.. .."

The Anaesthetist, however, recommended mantric meditation, the
Naturopath some creationism, the
Plastic Surgeon a faceJift and the
Radiologist a dose of structural analysis.

down

under)

When Religious Life, who had
been plump and rosy in the sixties,
suddenly began to lose weight, she
was admitted to the General Catholic
Clinic for observation and diagnosis.

"Look at those rashes," observed
the Dermatologist. "She's allergic to
patriarchy and hierarchy." "The right
eye has tunnel-vision," stated the
Ophthalmologist, "and the left eyes
sees double."'No, it's what she's been
eating," explained the Dietician. "All
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refresher courses, renewal lectures,
psychological courses of various acronyms, holistic treatments with diverse
tongue-twister names, numerous meditation techniques, etc., as it happened
during the three or four decades that
followed Vatican II.

Boff and Bruegmann. Too much Taize.
Not enough Aquinas and A Kempis."

When Religious

Life lost

con-

sciousness, the Scientists were called

in. "It's only culture shock," decided
the Sociologist... "She's been neglecting her journaling," muttered Progoff.

"Let me

her

self-esteem,"

The above parable is a caricature

urged the Psychiatrist. "Let me clobber

of the situation. The parable tells us
that renewal in the RL is not really
possible without turning to Christ as

massage

her ogo," cried the

Chiropractor.
Religious Life was now in a coma.

the Supreme Healer. For us Religious,
he is not just a law-giving new Moses
or even just an idealized person. True,
he is an idealized person and his
Kingdom is a personalized ideal. But
he is much more than these things to
us Religious.

At last, in the nineties, the Family
Doctor was allowed in.

"I

myself brought her into the
world in the sixth century," he said
gently, "so I know her whole history,
past and future. Be gone, all of you!
She is not dead, only sleeping."

Though

it does not fully

explain

the relationship of Christ with

The Parable Interpreted with
Refe re nc e t o Gov e r nanc e

a
Religious, I usually present the scene
of St. Peter walking towards Jesus

To someone who asked me about
the cricket score I gave an immedi- over the water of the Sea of Galilee
ate and unhesitant reply: "22 for 35." looking at the outstretched arms of his
With the same air of spontaneity of guru and friend. Peter walked over the
an ignoramas I replied to an enquirer water only because of the power he
about my enneagram number saying, was receiving from the outstretched
"My number is 137." The enquirer had arm of his divine master.
taken for granted that I was one of the
Through our religious vows we
thousands of Religious who undergo
cut the ground under our
at least a few dozens of
feet, so to say. It is indeed
the hundreds of therapies ... renewal in the RL

a venture of entering into
renewal treatments
really
is
not
the deep waters and of
that are currently in use
in India for Clerics and sible without turn trying to walk over the
Religious. Inthe history of ing to Christ as the water, by going against
some of the fundamental
RL there had never been Supreme Healer.

or

drives that makes human

such a rush for seminars,
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beings fully human. It is
Z.The Parable of Savd.our whole-hearted comshould not use hanlal
mitment to the person of a spiritual
bandage
Once there lived
Christ and to his Project for a psychological
in Bharatvarsha a great
Kingdom that can make wound."
king called Visvajit. His
our life meaningful by
thoughts during the day
sublimating these drives.
and his dreams during
If so, it is obvious that any treatment the night were to become an emperor
on religious renewal including gov- (Chalvavarfl) by bringing all the kingernance in RL has to be centred on doms of Bharatvarsha under his suzerChrist. Through our religious vows, if ainty. Following the ancient Indian
our drives for sexual fulfillment, dom- custom, after a horse-sacrifice (ashvainance and recognition, and for eco- medha-yajna),he set a horse free with
the challenge that any king who dared
nomic security are suppressed instead
of being sublimated through the to restrain the horse, thereby showing
Christic ideals, we will produce more that he opposed his suzerainty, would
and more disgruntled, dysfunctional be subdued by his powerful army.
Only Giriraj, who lived in a mountain
and neurotic Religious.
fortress rather like Sivaji's Rajgadh,
Tony de Mello used to say in dared to do so.
the class during his courses in his
King Visvajitwas enraged. He called
Sadhana Institute, "we should not use
to his royal presence his Commandera spiritual bandage for a psychologi- in-Chief, General Savdhanlal (alias
cal wound." True, but many of the psy- General Caution), well known
for his
chological wounds of the Religious prudence and foresightedness, and
are caused by the demands of our pro- issued the following imperial order:
fession responded to without whole- "Conquer the fortress and bring to me
hearted and enlightened commitment the impious Giriraj in chains. If you
need reinforcements as money, perto the Living Christ and to his Project
Kingdom. Without such a commit- sonnel or machines, you have them
ment to Christ's Kingdom ideal even for the asking. We shall name this war
a saintly religious like Mother Teresa, Operation Mountain Storm. Let there
teaching in a rich school could not be a continuous flow of information to
give an adequate answer to the ques- the Throne about this operation."
tion: "How do your vows of poverty
When the great army of General
and virginity help you to teach history
Savdhanlal marched towards the forand geography in the seventh stan- tress, the General got a taste of Giriraj's
deadly strategies. Waves of boulders
dard?"
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roll down on the besieging
army, boiling water and oil rained

began to

the soldiers became too corpulent for
their army uniform.

over them from 'water cannons,' and
When the provisions began to
fiery arrows were showered on them. dwindle, Major Bhojananand introGeneral Savdhanlal, true to his name, duced a revolutionary change by inau(savdhan:caution, + lal:euPhemrc gurating Operation Farming on the
ending for personal names), was cau- bank of a river close bY. Again the
tioned. The army was ordered to a initial enthusiasm made them forget
strategic retreat into a fertile valley about the oddity and crudeness of
nearby. He then called his officers to
ploughing the field with sPears and
him and said,'oI am going to learn new arows and digging the ground with
strategies and bring new weapons. swords and daggers. Weeks turned into
Meanwhile Major Bhojananand alias months. The military camP came to be
Gluttonson (bhoj an=neal, anand:ioy, known as BhojananandPur. Within a
pleasure), our most honourable head- space of a few months one of the greatcook will be overall in charge of est armies of the world was reduced to
military
the army. Learn from him the art of a riffraff of men with neither
ethos.
civilian
nor
skill
cooking. Remember, an arrny marches
on the stomach. As in the case of our
Let us stretch this Parable to its
other military operations, Iet every act
absurd limits. Let us suPPose that
of Operation Cooking be Preceded King Visvajit or General Savdhanlal
and followed by the battlecry'. "For could not contact the army in
the greater glory of King Wsvajit."
Bhojananandpur for a few Years. We
can imagine the oddity of the situation.
Soon, Operation Mountain Storm
Men who were trained PrimarilY for
turned into Operation Cooking. war, wearing uniforms and other trapNumerous tents mushroomed in the pings ofarmy life, were fully engaging
valley, occupied bY grouPs of armed themselves in agriculture and cooking
soldiers led by a cooking instructor. with the tools and weapons meant for
The initial enthusiasm made them war!
forget the discrepancy and clumsiTo redress this absurd situaness involved in cutting potatoes with
and
swords, peeling onions with daggers, tion, various symposia, seminars
courses
These
introduced.
carrying vegetables in shields, roast- courses were
textbooks titled
ing chicken in steel helmets and so on. gave rise to various
(dealing
with the skill
Operation Cooking chiefly consisted of Tomatologt
in cooking and cultivating tomatoes
cooking and eating, each act preceded
military uniform and working
wearing
and followed by the battlecry "For the
with the weapons of war),
greater glory of King Visvajit." Soon exclusively
32
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Militia-gnac

o P atholo g,t
(dealing with the methods
of keeping women away
from Bhojananandpur,
with no access to them
even for ordinary socializing,) Sloganology
(dealing with the various

slogans the inmates of

Our mission is to Christ's Project Kingdom,
are bound to make,
carry on christ's we
sooner or later, willyown mission, and nilly,'strategic retreats'
it has to be carried to Bhojananandpur

with

out in the company all its abnormalities and
of Jesus as his col contradictions. Indeed,
our mission is to carry
laborators.

Bhojananandpur were
compelled to raise, such as 'For the
greater glory of King Visvajit,' 'Death
for the sake of the King is life for eternity,' 'Blossom where you are planted,'
'Unquestioned obedience means guaranteed victory'etc.).
The Parable and Governance

What really went wrong with this
army? As far as governance is concerned almost everything went wrong.
Among others, three glaring failures
stand out: (i) General Savdhanlal's disloyalty to the King, and his negligence
to be in contact with His Majesty, (ii)
the army losing sight of its target, its
mission, and (iii) the insular life of the
army that did not allow them to see the
absurdity of cooking and farming with
weapons made for war.

on Christ's own mission,
and it has to be carried
out in the company of Jesus as his
collaborators. "Without me you can
do nothing (Jn 15:5)." Because we
are not in his company sharing his
Almightiness through'prayer-life' (in
its most comprehensive meaning),
naturally we are terrified at the risk
implied and the dedication demanded
in committing ourselves wholeheartedly to this dangerous mission. And
this leads us to make softer and softer
choices (like grass-eating tigers) until
we completely lose sight of the goal of
our call, and busy ourselves with egoinflating, petty, micro projecls without
any relation to the macro mission.

I have given retreats to a number
of RCs and have been the facilitator
of a few Religious Chapters.I have
interviewed a number of disgrunWe human beings grow and tled and dysfunctional Religious. I
develop as true humans in a family, felt that quite a number of Religious
with its peculiar atmosphere of home- houses and even RCs suffer mildly or
liness, natural structures, checks and even acutely from Bhojananandpur
controls. Since we Religious are called
Syndrome. Due to the changes in misto be "eunuchs for the Kingdom" we
have, so to say, renounced family
life and its humanizing factors. If we
are not wholeheartedly committed to
JANUARY

siology, due to the new interpretations
of penance, austerity and suffering for
a God of love, many RCs do not have
a clear vision of their macro-goal nor
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still kept in his royal court many of his
crutch-using champion rulners. In the
course of time Ranjitsingh appointed
some of his crutch-using courtiers as
ministers and other imPortant officers. In consultation with his crutchusing queen and the crutch-using
officers and friends he published an
edict that every newborn child should
be trained to use crutches when theY
reach the age of walking. TheY were
also made to undergo special training
in walking with crutches under the
royal patronage. In the course of time,
the vast majority of able-bodied men
and women of Ranjitsingh's kingdom
became, "crutch walkers" and "crutch

have a fascination with such a goal.
Recently in a new international RC,
some twenty or more talented Young
men, after their diaconate, could not
be ordained because the Congregation
had failed to present the macro-goal
with some clarity. These deacons had
"sold everything for the pearl of great
price but the'opearl of great price" was
nowhere in sight. They felt cheated.
Imagine the plight of this young man
who had made the Religious commitment without getting fascinated with
its charism or macro-goal, indeed even
without any clarity about this goal!

An Edict for the Universal use of
Crutches

3.

There was

a prince

runners."

During the reign of

King
to
be
began
kingdom
his
Ranjitsingh
known as Apangapur. There began
to rise all over Apangapur numerous
crutch-making factories for people
of different age groups. ManY books
and articles began to appear with and
without the royal patronage, describing with colourful pictures the physical, psychological and spiritual value
of using crutches. The crutch-using
army of Ranjitsingh conquered many
a kingdom. King Ranjitsingh's armY
became an unconquerable outfit. It
hardly ever tasted defeat. Ranj itsingh's

named

Ranjitsingh. He was born with a defective left leg. When he reached the age
of walking, the nurses trained him to
make use of a tiny crutch. As Prince
Ranjitsingh grew older, taller and
stronger the crutches too were changed.
As a healthy and strong teenager, he
could defeat ordinary boys ofhis age
in running competition. Eventually,
by special training and diet he began
to defeat even the best runners ofthe
kingdom. Other lame people began to
imitate him in the use of crutches and
many of them became good runners.
His reputation as a great runner spread
far and wide.

reputation as a conqueror spread in the
neighbouring kingdoms. The military
manual of Ranjitsingh's armY began
to be used by other kings.

When he was in his twenties, the
king died in a war. Without much delay
Prince Ranjitsingh was crowned the
sovereign of his father's kingdom. He
JANUARY

Once some senior students returned
after a foreign trip. They
Apangapur
to
.
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called some of their classmates and when all the benches of the cantonbegan to experiment secretly the pos- ment gardens and roads were painted
sibility of walking without crutches. afresh. The command was to help the
But all of them failed in their experi- leisure-seeking people not to dirty their
ment. The onlookers laughed at them. clothes sitting on the benches with wet
The government officers imprisoned paints.
those who were trying to walk without
The Parable in the Context of
crutches. The secret experiments went
Governance
on. But the crutch-making industries,
the military, the bureaucrats, the merThe edict of walking with the
chants and the like were up in arms
crutches arose from an abnormal and
against such'anti-national' and'unpa- exceptional situation. This could be
triotic' acts. But the students and the compared to the founding of a RC
likeminded young people carried on based on what I called elsewhere
their experiments. After the demise 'Pseudo Charism' for the vested interof the king the experiments went on ests of a Religious Founder.3 Due to
openly and some even tried to walk in the peculiar influence and skill of a
public without crutches.
founder, a number of abnormal rules
can be passed for the members with
To bring the absurd parable closer unquestioned obedience. One of the
to reality what happened in a military most obvious examples isthe group led
cantonment could be mentioned here. by Rev. Alexander Jones some decades
Two well-armed sentries used to be back. Almost a thousand young people
appointed regularly with the command
with the founder committed suicide
that nobody should be allowed to sit in George Town of British Guyana.
on the benches of the cantonment area. There have been a number of similar
A new Major was appointed to this cases in Europe, USA and in Japan. In
cantonment. He found himself short terms of his/her abnormal perception
of sentries for various urgent duties. aided by personal power and influReading the list of the various appoint- ence (money power, family influence,
ments of sentries his eyes fell on the ecclesiastical influence, etc.) a RC can
names of the two above-mentioned
come into existence with a lot of funny
sentries. He began to wonder why two
rules and with a strange macro-goal
sentries were appointed with such a which may indirectly oppose Christ's
command. He found that for three Project Kingdom. In the military and
years this duty was being carried on in the RCs where unquestioned obewithout intemrption. This Major found dience is a habit there are many rules,
something funny in this appointment. which are as abnormal as the edict
When he checked the past files he of King Ranjitsingh. The habits and
found out that this appointment began the practices originating from such
JANUARY. JUNE
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commands become part and parcel
of life. They become part of the economic, political and media activities
of the situation. Many a vested interest begins to support such ridiculous
commands making them embedded
in man's behavioural patterns. Woe
to them who try to question or change
such behaviours! A number of our
rules and customs to protect the vow
of chastity can remind one of the rules
of Apangapur. Recently, to protect a
young Religious from the temptations
of pride, the superior told her not to say
to anyone in the Congregation about
the Gold Medal awarded to her by the
university. What about the Christian
duty of animating, encouraging and
building up fellow Religious? Some
time back a Religious, serving as a
nurse in the maternity ward of their
nursing home, told me how she was
publicly reprimanded by the superior
for using the WC of her ward while
some ladies were nearby. Crutches for
the cripples of a bygone age is today
used for people with sound limbs.
4. The Life-Saving Stationa

On a dangerous seacoast where
shipwrecks often occur, there was
once a crude little lifesaving station.
The building was just a hut, and there
was only one boat, but the few devoted
members kept a constant watch over
the sea. With no thought for themselves, they went out day and night
tirelessly searching for the lost. Some
of those who were saved, and various
JANUARY

others in the surrounding area, wanted
to become associated with the station
and give their time, money and effort
for the support of its work. New boats
were bought and new crews trained.
The little lifesaving station grew.

Some members of the lifesaving
station were unhappy that the building was so crude and poorly equipped.
They felt that a more comfortable
place should be provided as the first
refuge of those saved from the sea.
They replaced the emergency cots
with beds and put better fi.rniture in
the enlarged building. Now the lifesaving station became a popular gathering place for its members, and they
decorated it beautifully and furnished
it exquisitely because they used it as a
sort of club.

Fewer members were now interested in going to sea on lifesaving
missions, so they hired lifeboat crew
to do this work. The lifesaving motif
still prevailed in this club's decoration, and there was a liturgical lifeboat
in the room where the club initiations
were held. About this time a large
ship was wrecked off the coast, and
the hired crews brought in boatloads
of cold, wet and half-crowned people.
They were dirty and sick, and some of
them had black or yellow skin. The
beautiful new club was in chaos. So the
property committee immediately had
a shower house built outside the club
where the victims could be cleaned up
before being brought inside.
JUNE 2()()8
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At the next meeting,
there was a split in the
club membership. Most
of the members wanted
to stop the club's lifesaving activities as being
unpleasant and a hindrance to the normal
social life of the club.
Some members insisted

with the leader or leaders
fall victims of pleasure

Power is part of principle (similar to
the innate desire Freudian 'id') without
attention to the
of human beings paying
reality and morality prin-

for security.

upon lifesaving as their primary
pu{pose and pointed out that they were

still called a lifesaving station. But
they were finally voted down and told
that, if they wanted to save the lives
of the various people shipwrecked in
those waters, they could begin their
own lifesaving station further down
the coast. And they did.

As the years went by, the new
station experienced the same changes
that had occurred in the old. It evolved

into a club, and yet another lifesaving station was founded. History continued to repeat itself; and if you visit
that seacoast today, you will find a
number of exclusive clubs along the
shore. Shipwrecks are frequent in
those waters, but most of the people
drown.
The Parable in the Context
Governance

of

One might easily see here the
problem of ineffective leadership. But
in the context of RCs the chiefproblem
is the failure of the subjects and the
superiors to go back to the original
charism. Here the members together

ciples ['ego' and 'superego' of Freud]. To live
according to an inspiring
charism and radical ideal
there have to be guidance by enlightened leaders, rules and structures.

Otherwise the dynamics and structures
of the micro social goals and micro
personal goals make a Congregation
forget the original charism and degenerate into Bhojanandpur Syndrome.

II. GOVERNANCE FROM
DIFFERENT STAND POINTS
From a Socio-Psychological Point
of View

1.

Adler, Hobbes and Rollo May
seem to consider human desire for
power as one of the most vehement
and strongest drives. Power is part of
the innate desire of human beings for
security. It is also part of their natural
desire for recognition. Freud would
even consider this desire for power as
one of the constitutive elements of sex
drive.
According to the Social Dominance

Theory (SDT) propounded by J.
Sidanius and F. Pratto societies are
stratified by age, sex, and group. The
group divisions are based on ethnicity, religion, nationality, and so on.
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Social hierarchies consist of hegemonic group at the top and negative
reference groups at the bottom and
more and more powerful social roles
are increasingly likely to be occupied
by a hegemonic group member as a
colonial .member over a colonized
one.5 According to these authors the
prehistoric people organized themselves in hierarchical groups because
they found the competitive edge of
such groups over those without hierarchical arrangement. Various myths
and beliefs protected such hierarchical

arrangements as in the case of castehierarchy in India.

According to this theory social
dominance is a "permanent state
of human society caused by human
nature."6 The Social Dominance attitude is paired with whatthey call Right

Wing Authoritarianism (RWA) with
the desire of having a strong leader
capable of taking action to censor
groups, which threaten the hegemonistic groups. In these authoritarians coexist authoritarian submission, authoritarian aggression, ffid authoritarian
conventionalism. These embedded
drives cannot be overcome by some
pious and superficial considerations.
Any repression would lead to various
'games.'

Max Weber (1964) "distinguished
three types of legitimate authority
based on legal-rational, traditional
and charismatic grounds."T In our
Christian concept of Governance, all
these three types are involved. Canon
JANUARY

Law articulates, explains and gives
special legitimacy to various authorities in the Church and in the RCs. In
RCs the superiors by going back to
the Charism of the Holy Founder /
Foundress make this authority traditional. One might say that most RCs
are the result of one or other charismatic movements led by a charismatic
leader who becomes the Holy Founder
/ Foundress. Usually these 'charismatic movements,'which lead to the
founding of a RC, are in response to
the signs of the times and to the challenges of the context.
According to a well-known axiom,
attributed to Lord Acton, "Authority
comrpts and absolute authority corrupts absolutely." Due to the natural
human desire for dominance and the
intimate connection of this desire with

Right Wing Authoritarianism,

any

authority has the danger of comrption.
If this authority is an unquestioned
one without the democratic props for
accountability, its possibility of corruption and despotism is greater still.
If such an authority is invested with
divine sanction the possibility of corruption is even greater. Every unquestioned obedience by a subject gives
him/herthe satisfaction of doing God's
will. But if the command is not exercised with prayer, consultation with
other experts and in dialogue with the
subject towards whom the command is
directed, it is bound to put the superior
in danger of becoming authoritarian,
anti-community and an agent of anti-
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were quite a few elecKingdom structures. The
subject has the consola- lf absolute authority tion campaigns going on
tion of doing a great act corrupts absolutely, in a hush-hush way in
of obedience. But in the this is especially so various cliques of differethnic, linguistic, and
very act s/he let his/her
people who ent
among
groups.
regional
superior down by allowto
are
committed
ing her/him become an
During one of the
agent of anti-Kingdom virginity or celibacy.
I said: "Politicians
talks
power structures, so

during their election
campaigns directly request the people
Jesus.
to vote for them, after enumerating
If absolute authority corrupts the merits of their parties and their
absolutely, this is especially so among own merits. But we Clerics cannot
people who are committed to vir- be so direct. So, here is my suggested
ginity or celibacy. According to the formula: 'Please dont vote for me. I
Freudians, aggression and the desire want to spend daily a couple of hours
for dominance are part of sexual rela- for prayer and spend some time for
tionship especially of sexual inter- the poor and the marginalized in the
villages. If you elect me as the Bishop
course. If this libido is not channelized
by sexual intercourse in the case of lay I will not have time for doing these
people, or sublimated by a religious things which are very much close to
superior, s/he can become irratio- my heart and part of my daily routine.'
nally dominating. The exceptionally Kindly try this formula. We cannot be
high-level of authoritarianism among straightforward like the wily politithe Roman Catholic superiors can be cians. We have to be doubly hypocritipartly explained in terms of the un- cal as this formula points out. Let us
accept our vulnerability. Awareness
sublimated and un-channelized libido.
of our vulnerability in the matters of
Let us take for granted that most authority and sex can save us from
people are inclined towards domi- the numerous games we Clerics and
nance and positions of authority and Religious play."
recognition. It is not strange that we
We had a long discussion on the
Clerics and Religious aspire for posipower
resources
and power, both human
of
authority
and
though
tions
and divine, for the ministry of colwe do not acknowledge it. Some time
back I was giving some recollection laborating with Christ in His Project
talks to the priests of a diocese, which Kingdom. We first discussed the
did not have a Bishop. Soon I real- Messianic Temptations of Jesus and
ized that there were a number of aspi- saw how Christ rejected the ego-inflating worldly power and the use of His
rants for the post. I also realized there
vehemently opposed by
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Messianic Power for his own selfish
reasons. He would not change stones
into bread for quenching His hunger,
but He multiplied the loves to feed
thousands of hungry people. In the
light of Phil2:5-11, we tried to get into

the mystery of experiencing Kingdom
Power by self emptying acceptance of
the Way ofthe Cross. Mostpriests were
happy at my reading of 2 Cor l2:l-10,
where Jesus tells Paul that "My grace is
all you need, for my power is strongest
when you are weak." After this revelation Paul boldly confesses, "For when
I am weak, then I am strong." They
were also impressed by the statement
of Peter in Acts 3'. 6, "l have neither
silver nor gold, but I will give you what
I have: in the name of Jesus Christ the
Nazarene, get up and walk!" The ministry of us Clerics and Religious could
be considered as giving power to the
spiritually, economically and socially
crippled people to get up and walk.
For this, the primary resources must
come from the power "of the name of
Christ."

mission and the charism of RCs have
by
Christ's Kingdom Project. The RCs
have to work for Christ's Kingdom
Project with submission to and dependence on the Church.

to be dependent on and normed

Christ initiated this Mission not
only by his words but also by his deeds
and above all by his very being because
he was, as the Fathers of the Church
called him, Auto-basiliea (Kingdom
Personified). The various ministries
in the Church have to be expressive
of the various aspects and dimensions
of Christ's Project Kingdom. Besides,
the KG ideal has tobe realized by the
RCs not only by preaching in words
but also by their deeds (e.g., through
charitable institutions like leprosyasylums) and by their very being (e.g.,
through life-style).

The KG is often understood as
the "Reign of God" or "God in Power"
emphasizing the idea that this concept
does not mean primarily a geographical reality. To put it briefly, KG implies
the intrusion or break-through of God's
power, realization of God's truth and
2.In the Light of the Kingdom of
experience God's love (Abba-expeGod Ideal
rience) which leads to
The Mission of any The ministry
us Christian love (Agape).
Religious Congregation Clerics and Religious Our love (Agape) is pre(RC) as that of the
ceded by our experience
Church itself is to carry could be considered of God's love (1 Jn 4:ll)
on Christ's Mission. The as giving power to since God loved us first
Mission of Christ had the spiritually, eco- (1 Jn 4:19; Jn 3:16). This
been to establish and nomically and social- agape or brother-sister
spread the Kingdom of
experience has its source
ly crippled people ...
(KG).
God
The Church's
in God who is love itself

of
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Jn 4: 8, 16). According to the KG flrst recorded words of Jesus we read,
Ideal this agape is realized and mani- "Why were you looking for me? Did
fested through sharing, equality, foot- you not know that I must be busy with
washing leadership, forgiveness, not my Father's affairs?" (Lk 3:49). He
making condemnatory judgements on expresses his intimacy-relationship
others, making use of the talents given with the Father: "Everything has been
to us for the growth of KG, commit- entrusted to me by my Father; and no
ment to peace making, etc. Since, our one knows the Son except the Father,
ministry is at the service of Christ's just as no one knows the Father except
Project Kingdom, it is of paramount the Son and those to whom the Son
importance that we should know chooses to reveal Him" (Mt I I :26-27).
various aspects and dimensions of this
Later on he will express his relationChristic Project. The above list is by ship of intimacy with the Father in
no means exhaustive.
terms of identification, "The Father
and I are one" (Jn 10:30) which made
The 'Abba-Bxperience'
the Jews pick up stones to stone him
There seems to be a general agree- for blasphemy.
ment to the view that the KG Ideal
As the branches to the vine (Jn
is based on the Abba-experience of l5), as grafted branch to the trunk of a
Jesus and the consequent Abba-expenew tree (Rom 6:5), and as members
rience of Christ's followers. Abba is
of the Body of Christ (Rom 12; I Cor
an Aramaic word, with which little
12), Christians believe that they share
children addressed their fathers, and it
his life and they too can call God in
is somewhat equivalent to the English
his Spirit, Abba Father. "When we cry
word 'daddy.' This was a revolutionAbba Father, it is the Spirit himself
ary way of addressing God in the
bearing witness with our spirit that we
Jewish situation, by Jesus. Knowing
fully well the sacredness and deli- are children of God, and if children,
then heirs, heirs of God and fellow
cacy of this way of addressing God, St.
(Rom 8:15-17; Cf-.,
Mark and the later translators retained heirs with Christ."
4:5
ff).
Gal
John,
in
his Gospel (l:12)
the Aramaic word, Abba, in Christ's
(e.g.,
1 Jn 3:1-2)
prayer in Gethsemane: "Abba Father, and in his epistles
keeps
on
insisting
that
we
are truly
all things are possible to thee; remove
God's
children.
In
his
Sermon
on the
this cup from me; yet not what I will
Mountain, Jesus pointed out that we
but what thou wilt" (Mk 14:36).
should consider God at least as loving
In the baptismal theophany the and caring as a decent human father
Father declares Jesus as His Son: (Mt 7:7-11). In other words, the dis"This is My Son, the Beloved. My ciples of Christ too can have the Abbafavour rests on him" (Mt 3:17).In the experience similar to that of Christ.
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The basis of Christ's Kingdom fearless and powerful, sharing in a
sense, God's own omnipotence. At
proclamation is not so muchwe should
love God, as we should believe that least a seminal experience of this
God is Love. I Jn 4:8 and 16 unambig- sort should be the basis of our wholeuously declare that God is Love. He hearted commitment to KG.
sent His son into the world as our Way
The Kingdom ldeal as a World Family
and the Truth precisely because He
(IrF)
Ideal
loved the world (Jn 3:16). Paul sees
in God's letting His son be crucified
For us of the democratic dga,
His extreme love for humanity (Rom kings and kingdoms do not have much
8:31 ff.). When we run away from the appeal. To express the rootedness of
Father by our sin, He not only waits
this ideal in the Old Testament (OT),
for us like the father of the prodigal this concept is important. But when we
son but also comes after the lost sheep
analyze its characteristics we realize
leaving the 99 in the wilderness (Lk
that
it is a universal ideal of the WF.
15). Paul applies to the God of the NT
Indian point of view such an
what Isaiah said of Yahweh: "Isaiah From an
is of great importance as
interpretation
said more clearly: I have been found
by those who did not seek me, and it is deeply rooted in the Indian ethos.8
revealed myself to those who did not The surprising thing is that this is not
consult me" (Rom 10:20). His love is a forced or contrived interpretation of
impartial and universal (Mt 5:45; Jn the NT.
3:16; Acts 10:34-35; Rom 2:11). John
The 'boss' in God's Kingdom
unambiguously tells us that God loved
is not a King but a Father, indeed a
us first (1 Jn 4:19). In Rom 5:6-8, Paul
'daddy.'In
the prayer par excellence of
expresses this priority of God's love,
without bothering about our unrigh- the Kingdom, the Supreme Lord of the
Kingdom is addressed as Abba. The
teousness. His love is directed to each
individual so much so that He is con- Lord of the Kingdom does not punish
cerned about every hair of His chil- the defectors but waits for their return
like a loving father, and when the
dren (Lk 12:6).
defectors return they are
Often the proposi- Often
proposi- welcomed with fatherly
tions that God loves us
embrace and with big
unconditionally and God tions that God loves
banquets, to the great
unconditionally
is Almighty do not make
jealousy of those who
a deep impression on us. and God is Almighty
did not defect from him
But an experience of this
do not make a deep (Lk 15). This is not the
great truth can make us
justice of a civil society.
feel completely secure, impression on us.

the

us
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The economic relationship of the
Kingdom, if viewed from the stand-

point of today's interpretation of

justice, is thoroughly unjust. One man
works for one hour, another for five
hours and another eleven hours; but all
are paid equally! (Mt 20:1-16). Such
a situation occurs in a harmonious
family where the unemployed grandmother, the dependent little children,
the bedridden adult and so on are often
given even better treatment than the
earning members of the family. "From
each man according to his capacity
and to each man according to his need"
is more a family ideal than a political one. No political society, which

upholds commutative justice

can
blame the so-called 'Rich Fool' of Lk
12 atdthe 'Heartless Rich Man'of Lk
16. But in a family if the money earned
by the father, the gifts received by the
mother, and the income generated by
the elder brother are not shared, it will
cease to be an ideal family.No decent
big brother would feed himself to
satiety while his younger brother sits
in front of him without having anything to satisfu his hunger. The judgment passed by the Eternal Judge on
the people who were at his left side

is quite unintelligible in a political
society (Mt 25:41ff). In which counky
is there the law that it is the duty of
each citizen to feed his hungry fellow
citizens, to house his homeless fellowcitizens, and the like?
JANUARY

The social relations upheld in the
Kingdom Project too belong to the
family ideals. The best expression of
it is found in Christ's reaction when he
was told that his mother and brothers
were waiting to see him. Stretching out
his hand towards his disciples he said:
"Here are my mother and my brothers.
Anyone who does the will of my Father
in Heaven, he is my brother and sister
and my mother" (Mt 12:50). Doing the
will of his Father can be interpreted as
belonging to God's Kingdom. If the
members of the Kingdom are called
mothers, brothers, sisters, then the KG
Ideal is very similar to the WF Ideal.
Well Jesus himself expressed it in
these many words when he said: "You,
however must not allow yourselves to
be called Rabbi, since you have only
one Master, and you are all brothers.
You must call no one on earth your
father, since you have only one Father,
and He is in heaven" (Mt 23:8-9). This
world family ideal is present in what
St. Paul says: "This then is what I
pray, kneeling before the Father, from
whom every family, whether spiritual
or natural takes its name" (Eph 3:14).
Elsewhere in the same epistle, Paul
upholds this ideal saying: "So you
are no longer aliens or foreign visitors: you are citizens like all the saints,
and part of Godb household' (2:19,
emphasis added). Because of this
family ideal, in the Kingdom, the economically poor and the socially marginalized have a privileged place with
special caring and sharing.
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Authority-Obedience in the World
Family
Jesus wanted us to have an image

of a loving God in comparing him
with our human father. "Is there a
man among you who would hand his
son a stone when he asked for bread?
Or would hand him a snake when he
asked for a fish? If you, then, who
are evil, know how to give your children what is good, how much more
will your Father in heaven give good
things to those who ask him!" (Mt
7:9-11). To give the image of a loving
and forgiving God, in the parable of
the Prodigal Son, he uses the image
of a human father (Lk l5). The father
image of God in the NT includes also
the mother image.

Holy Disobedience

It is in the context of a healthy
and loving family we can explain the
familial interpretation of a parental
command. The following parable can
enlighten us in this matter:

A landlord decided to make a
foreign trip. Before his departure he
called his slaves and gave the following instruction: o'See that you water
every day our groves and orchards
so that the trees may bear abundant
fruits." Then he called his servants and
asked them to irrigate the paddy fields
regularly for a fixed rate as wages.
Finally he called his son and told him
to water the flowerbeds in the courtyard of his mansion. When he returned
JANUARY

after a month he asked the slaves and
the servants whether they had obeyed
his orders. The slaves in fear said that
they had fulfilled his instruction, and
the servants requested the master for
the wages for doing the job as they
were told. Then he called his son and
said: "Vatsal, these flower-beds look
so beautiful. I am sure that you must
have been watering these plants everyday." Vatsal fearlessly said: "No daddy,
I did not water the plants even for a
day. From the day you left till three
or four days ago it has rained almost
everyday. I made these furrows to let
the excess water out."

Here, who obeyed the landlord
truly and meaningfully? Only his son
did. He obeyed by 'disobeying'using
the freedom of a son knowing the
mind and spirit of his father because
of his deep love for him. His father's
interests are bound up with his own,
as he is heir to him. It is in this sense
that we have to understand the following statements of Paul: "When Christ
freed us, he meant us to remain free"
(Gal 5:1), and "My brothers, you were
called, as you knoW to liberty" (Gal
5:13). Indeed our experience that God
is our Father, and we are His children
and co-heirs with Christ will give us
freedom from fear, legalism, ritualism
and the like. The above parable can
help us to interpret *Holy Obedience"
and " H o ly D i s o b e di e nc e" irt Religious

Life.
Jesus indeed said that his food
was to do the will of his Father. He
JUNE
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however practiced holy
disobedience on several
occasions when human
laws and authorities were
concerned. Christ experiences freedom from the

Jewish traditions (Mk

Religious family
by loving and open dialogue with superiors
and subjects, the familial authority-obedience can be achieved.

7:l-23) and from the law
especially from the legalistic interpretation of the
law of Sabbath (Mk 2:23-28). "The
Sabbath was made for man, not man
for the Sabbath" (Mk2:27). This interpretation of a sacred law is the result

of his Abba-experience.

a

ln a

Jesus con-

trasted the attitudes of a slave and of a
son before the command of a father: "I

tell you most solemnly, everyone who
commits sin is a slave. Nowthe slave's
place in the house is not assured, but
the son's place is assured. So if the
Son makes you free, you will be free
indeed" (Jn 8:34-36). Jesus contrasted
the attitude of a friend with that of a
servant: "You are my friends, if you
do what I command you. I shall not
call you servants any more, because
a servant does not know his master's
business..." (Jn 1 5: 14-1 5).

In the KG ideal (WF ideal) there

is a lot of room for holy disobedience. If the superior does not reflect
the fatherliness-motherliness of God's
family holy disobedience will be interpreted as an intrusion into the superior's 'inviolable authority.' The KG
ideal (WF ideal) is realized not only
through various Kingdom-promoting
activities and projects but also living

community life that
reflects an ideal family.

In an ideal family the

parental command is
usually understood by
the children as some-

thing good for the whole
family and also for the
one who is commanded.
In a Religious family by
loving and open dialogue with superiors and subjects, the familial authority-obedience can be achieved. In the
command of a superior the KG ideal is
realized not merely by achieving the
objective of a command but chiefly
by helping to grow the 'fatherly-filial'
relationship between the superior and
the subject.

Educationists distinguish among
students the convergent and divergent character types. The former type
follows the crowd and usually falls
into the category of the average and
the ordinary whereas the latter type
tries to follow unbeaten tracks with
the spirit of initiative, creativity, innovation and adventure. The divergent
character indulges in questioning,
challenging, proposing altematives.
In my fifty years of Religious Life I
have come across very few superiors
who could encourage this latter type of
character. It is however obvious that if
our Religious vocation is prophetic we
should make a preferential option for
persons of this latter type. But the truth
is that our formation techniques follow
the general trend of 'cow-fication' of
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the lions, tigers, bulls and cobras. It
goes without saying that renewal in
Religious Life without prophetism is
sham and a non-starter. Usually this
latter type of people are not chosen to
be leaders in Religious Life except in
peculiar circumstances by the special
interventions of the Holy Spirit as
in the cases of Pope John XXIII and
Father Pedro Amrppe.

whom

all things were made, was

Himself made flesh so that as perfect
manHe might save all men and sum up
all things in Himself. The Lord is the
goal of human history, the focal point
of the longing of history and civilization, the centre of the human race, the
joy of every heart, and the answer to all
its yearnings... Enlivened and united
in His Spirit, we journey toward the
consummation of human history one
A superior who is eager to find out which fully accords with the counsel of
God's will together with the persons God's love: 'To re-establish all things
whom he assigns for various jobs, can in Christ, both those in the heavens
discern the value ofthe divergent char- and those on the earth' (Eph 1 :10). The
acter types. One who has a Parental Lord Himself speaks: 'Behold I come
attitude towards his subjects can easily quickly: And my reward is with me,
and effectively guide, encourage and to render to each one according to his
motivate these persons with the gift works, I am the Alpha and the Omega,
of prophetism. In a number of cases the first and the last, the beginning and
such people were told to leave the RC
the end."'lo
rather than carry on with their moveSt. John in the Apocalypse considments along unbeaten tracks. I have
as the beginning and end of
ers
Jesus
persons
of
the examples of a number
this character type who have broken the universe by calling Christ Alpha
and Omega. Kittel explains the use of
new grounds, opened up new vistas
and have given new enthusiasm and titlesAlpha and Omega: "The meaning
of Alpha and Omega is fixed in convitality.
junction with arxe arrd telos (beginning and end), protos and eschatos
3. From the Point of View of a
(first and last). It shows us that God
Christo-centric World
or Christ is the One who begins and
One of the basic affirmations of the One who ends, the Creator and the
Vatican II is that of a Christo-centric Consummator, the One from whom
world, based chiefly on the Johanine
and to whom are all things."rr
and Pauline Christologies.e The Gita
Paul too teaches that Christ is the
teaches Krishna as the "Adi-antyammadhyamcha" (begiming, middle and beginning of all creation in a less mysthe end). Here is a sampling of the terious way than John. Eph 1 :19 speaks
teaching of Vatican II on the Christo- of the hidden plan of God "made in
centric world: "For God's Word, by Christ from the beginning" and 1:11
JANUARY
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affirms that in Christ we
were "chosen from the
beginning." Col l:16 &
20, in a sense I Cor 8:6,

When

a

subject
personalizes and
interiorizes a
and the author ofHebrews
(1:2) teach that creation mand and obeys it

Jesus Christ was already

operate in the
OT. Abraham rejoiced

able

to

because he 'saw the days

of Jesus' (Jn 8:56), Isaiah
prophesied about Jesus
took place through Christ with a certain in
because he'sawhis glory'
as though Christ were a rior joy, then such (Jn 12:41), the patriarchs
mirror in whom God saw
drank from the Rock,
obedience leads to Christ, which followed
the cosmos reflected.
C h rist- realization them (1 Cor 10:41), there
Christ as the "Omega
through self-real was a'cloud of witnesses'
point" or the climax of all
who 'practised justice'
creation is quite obvious ization and growth. and received (the) promboth in John and Paul.
ises (Heb 1l:33, 1,2:l)
We read in Eph l:10: "He
and 'saints'who died before Christ"r2
has let us know the mystery of his (Mt27:52;2.Pet 3:19; Eph 4:8).
pu{pose, the hidden plan he so kindly
From my thesis on the Christomade in Christ from the beginning, to
centric world one of the conclusions
act upon when the times had run their
I derived was the following: Self-realcourse to the end: that he would bring
everything together under Christ, as ization is Christ-realization. This conhead, everything in the heavens and clusion is not much different from
everything on earth." The key word what Saint Ireneus used to say: "The
of this passage is anakephalaiosasthai. Glory of God is man fully alive." In a
According to the popular etymology, cosmos where Christ is the beginning,
however it is derived from 'kephale', middle and the end, human growth,
fructifi cation, fuIfi llment and self-realhead and thus this expression would
ization, is indeed Chri st-reali zation.
mean that Christ is the Head of the
cosmos. Paul also says: "Before anyHow does this conclusion affect our
thing was created, he existed and he
study
on Governance in RCs? When a
holds all things in unity" (Col 1:17).
subject personalizes and interiorizes a
About the Christo-centric world command and obeys it with a certain
the following remarks of Kung, based interiorjoy then such obedience leads
on the NT, is very enlightening: to Christ-re alization through self-realo'Because the incarnation was prepo- ization and groWh. Though we may
tently willed from eternity in God's admire the faith and simplicity of a
Saint Alonso Rodriguez for preaching
decree, it could make that redeeming
power radiate even before it became a a sermon in Greek without knowing
historical event. And thus the grace of the language, the Christ-realization
JANUARY
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through self-realization of the superior who commanded him to do so is
suspect. This does not mean that for
the good of a subject a superior may
not test a subject through such commands. But we should not make rules
from exceptions.

What is emphasized here is that
the implementation of a command has
KG value and hence, Christic value,
when the command is implemented
by the subject after personalizing and
interiorizing it. For such a process
the command has to be made after a
process of loving and frank dialogue
between the superiors and the subjects in the relationship of father-son,
mother-daughter, brother-brother or
sister-sister, as the cases may be. This
has to be done with sincere quest for
God's will and the promotion of WF
ideal.

for disobedience and disrespect to his
parents, Mohammad Didat, a famous
Muslim preacher, pointed out with
some Quranic quotations that the
Jesus of pr.lran is very obedient to and
respectful of his parents. We can easily

understand his feelings since we know

that he did not believe that Christ is
the Son of God. Besides, Didat seems
to have overlooked the immediate NT
text: "So Jesus went back with them
to Nazareth, where he was obedient to
them" (Lk 2:51). In fact, there is hardly
any unambiguous statement of Jesus
in the NT that can confirm the value
of religious obedience. Today quite a
few theologians seem to disagree with
the unreserved use ofthe text "He who
hears you hears me," to apply to religious obedience.

With regard to human authority
III. JESUS AND AUTHORITY
Jesus'position is rather clear. Jesus
For Jesus, obedience to his Father bluntly and unambiguously criticized
was everything. He said to his dis- and opposed authoritarianism. The
ciples in the context of his stay with most obvious text is Christ's 'parable
the Samaritan woman: "My food is in action', the washing the feet of the
to obey the will of the one who sent disciples at the Last Supper (Jn 13). A
me" (Jn 4:34). But with regard to Guru (Rabbl) washing the feet of his
human authorities, he seems to have disciples was unheard of in the Jewish
had a very different approach. After
or in the Greco-Roman world. After
remaining in the temple without the
permission of his parents, he told them
bluntly when they came to him after
three days of searching: "Why did you
have to look for me? Didn't you know
that I had to be in my Father's house?"
(Lkz:a\. After blaming the NT Jesus
JANUARY

washing the feet Jesus said: "You call
me Master and Lord, and rightly; so
I am. If I, then, the Lord and Master,
have washed your feet, you should
wash each other's feet" (Jn 13:13-14).
Luke refers to this teaching of Jesus
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in the cenacle by describing a quarrel among the
disciples for the highest
recognition. Jesus told

IV.
A superior with m
itary-like non-d

SOME CON.
CLUDING REMARKS

1. For

leadership
them: "Among pagans gal commands and in any human society,
and obedience
it is the kings who lord politically correct authority
are vital for its survival.
it over them, and those behaviour patterns If so, in RCs with the
who have authority over can destroy even
KG mission, authority
them are given the title
the seminal Abba in the name of God is a
Benefactor. This must not
must afortiorl. Since the
happen with you. No; the experience.
RCs have been founded
greatest among you must
in response to Christic
behave as if he were the
mission, the structures for seeking and
youngest, the leader as if he were the
finding the will of God, with regard
one who serves" (Lk22:25-26).
to recruitment of candidates, formaJesus taught his doctrine on tion, life-style and mission, have to be
authority-authoritarianism also on taken with utmost seriousness.
the occasion when John and James
2. The role model for authority
came with their mother for the priviand obedience in a Religious commulege of becoming the 'prime minister
nity has to be a'model family'. After
and deputy prime minister'in Christ's
all, the macro ideal of RCs in general
Kingdom (Mk 10:35-45). After this
and of Religious communities in parincident when the disciples went on
ticular, is the WF Ideal. In an ideal
fighting for positions of power Christ
family
love (fellowship, affection,
told them: "You know that among the
care, etc.) and truth (honesty-loyaltypagans their so-called rulers lord it over
openness, etc.), the two fundamenthem, and their great men make their
tal
values of the KG ideal, have a
authority felt. This is not to happen
central place. In a Religious commuamong you. No; anyone who wants to
nity which is supposed to be one of
become great among you must be your
the basic and model units of the KG
servant.... For the Son of Man himself
ideal (WF ideal), all the members in
did not come to be served but to serye, varying
degrees should have, at least
and to give his life as a ransom for in a seminal way,
both the Abba-expemany" (Mk 10:42-45). Here we shall rience and the brother-sister experileave aside His teachings on equal- ence as explained above. One of the
ity and universal brotherhood. These primary duties of a religious superior
texts are enough for us to know how is to help the community members to
he was opposed to dominating author- have this experience. A superior with
ity and power.
military-like non-dialogal commands
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and politically correct behaviour patterns can destroy even the seminal
Abba-experience. Such a community
can tend to become a counter-sign
to the KG ideal and can degenerate
into an anti-KG structure, unless the
'Family Doctor' sends some prophets
for'announcing and denouncing.'

of superiors' in particular, to see that
no superior would become a slave
of this natural inclination for dominance, authoritarianism and aggression, through various ways and means

available in the secular world and in
the traditions of the RCs.

5. In an authoritarian Religious

3. In a Christo-centric world an
unfulfilling obedience is valuable

community or in an authoritarian RC
as a whole there will be an atmosphere
Project
of fear, suspicion and the feelings of
when
its
share
in
Christ's
only
Kingdom and in the Cross-mystery is insecurity. In such a community, espefairly clear and somewhat obvious to cially among the young rvho aspire for
the subject. "God loves the cheerful careers and recognition, the members
giver" (2 Cor 9:7). Joy is a necessary will be struggling to put on various
value of a Kingdom community. This masks to play timely roles. Such a
joy is possible even when a natural community bears comparison with a
drive is renounced by way of sublima- green room where people are putting
tion at the service of the macro-goal, on special dresses and disguises for
a dramatic performance on the stage.
for Christ's Project Kingdom.
This is especially so in houses of for4. If craving for social domi- mation in its various stages where the
nance and recognition are natural to
superiors have almost total control
human beings, a RC has to be doubly over the careers, recognition and
cautious to see that no superior includ- appointment to plum posts. Such
ing the highest one would slip too far communities without corrective meainto authoritarianism. Because of our sures and prophetic intervention can
celibacy-virginity commitment our degenerate into anti-Kingdom structendency to dominate others is more
tures.' Remember, an RC is meant to
intense than in lay people. Without promote Kingdom values by opposcorrective structures, democratic
ing anti-Kingdom strucprops and accountabiltures and by establishing
ity methods our RCs Because of our celi- counter-structures of the
will only confirm Lord bacy-virginity com- Kingdom.
Acton's affirmation that
6. It is said that in
"authority corrupts and mitmentourtendency
is
to
others
dominate
past
the
there have been
absolute authority corrupts absolutely." It is the more intense than in many seminars organized by the Brahmins
bounden duty of RCs as a lay people.
for the abolition of
whole and of the 'college
50
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caste. But the participants always
found numerous spiritual and material benefits for all the castes due to
caste-system. In the same way when
the 'college of superiors' discusses
the problem of authority they hardly
ever find anything seriously wrong.
Hence, to save a RC from the abuse
of authority the superiors and the subjects should come together, invite
the 'Family Doctor'and also outside
experts. In such a meeting of openness, prayer and expert advice, effective measures can be taken against the
abuse of authority.

Religious, p e rfe c t ae c arit at is, both for
superiors and for subjects.
The Message

of Vat. IIfor Superiors

For his part, as one who

will render

an account for the souls entrusted to

him (cf. Heb 13:17), each superior
should himself be docile to God's will
in the exercise of his office. Let him
use his authority in a spirit of service
fbr the brethren, and manifest thereby

the charity with which God loves
them. Governing his subjects as God's
own sons, and with regard for their

human personality, a superior will
I am a Religious who have expe- make it easier for them to obey gladly.
rienced a lot of care, understanding Therefore he must make a special
and love from most superiors I was point of leaving them appropriately
with. But as a retreat master to dif- free with respect to the sacrament of
ferent RCs and to dioceses, as a spiri- penance and direction of conscience.
tual father to many religious of differ- Let him give the kind of leadership,
ent Congregations and as a professor which will encourage religious to bring
of theology for almost three decades an active and responsible obedience
in many institutions I was appalled to the offices they shoulder and the
and even outraged at the sight of so activities they undertake. Therefore a
superior should listen willingly to his
many shattered lives due to heartless
authoritarianism. I have seen many subjects and encourage them to make
a personal contribution to the welfare
unblossomed buds getting rotten due
to the lack of parental superiors. In of the community and of the Church.
a Religious community of 'famil- Not to be weakened, however, is the
ial' atmosphere of 'at-homeness' with superior's authority to decide what
genuine love, care and honesty and must be done and to require the doing
where the superior is parental and of it. (PC No. l4)
is always ready with encouraging The Message of Vat. IIfor Subjects
words and positive strokes, people can
grow blossom and bear fruits for the
service of Christ's Project Kingdom. I
shall close this article with messages
taken from Vatican II Documents for

In a spirit of faith and of love for
God's will, let religious show humble
obedience to their superiors in accord
with the norms of rule and constitu-
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tion. Realizingthat they were giving
service to the up-building of Christ's
body according to God's design, let
them bring to the execution of commands and to the discharge of assignments entrusted to them the resources
of their minds and wills, and their
gifts of nature and grace. Lived in
this manner, religious obedience will
not diminish the dignity of the human
person but will rather lead it maturity in consequence of that enlarged
freedom which belongs to the sons of
God. (PC No. 14)
(Contact: ishanandsj @j esuits.net)

3. Cf., Ishanand Vempeny, "The Future of
Religious Life", Sanyasa, Journal. of Con'
secrated Life, Vol. II, No. 1, 2007, pp.9-36,
where the pseudo charisms of the Congregations of the Harvestors of the Lord and
lhe Congregation of HoLy Angels Ascending and Descending, are discussed.

4.

Theodore Wedel quoted by Ishanand, Gantes We Religious Play, p.38.

5. Social Dominance

Theory. Retrieved Dehup://en.wikipedia.
2007,
from
cember 6,
org/wiki/Social_Dominance_Theory.

6. Social Doninance

Theory. Retrieved December 6, 2007, from http://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/Social_Dominance_Theory

7. Quoted by Michael P. Hornsby-Smith
Governance

This is the modified version of a paper
prepared for a seminar for the Jesuits of
Gujarat in 2007. Quite a few things have
been changed in this paper. This paper
owes also to something to the chapter
"The Power Games We Religious Play" in
my book Games We Religious Play,Delhi:
Media House, 1997. I have rather one-sidedly considered the question ofauthority
without taking seriously that of obedience.
The chief reason for this is that this latter
aspect ofgovernance is overbeaten in our
discussions and discourses whereas the
former is given only lip-service doing immense harm to governance and effectiveness in Religious Congregations.

2.

D'Ath, RSCJ quoted by Ishanand, Games We Religious Play, Delhi:
Media House, 1997, p. 36. Most of the

Governance' Working Party, 13 January
1997.

8.
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Cf. Bandhu Ishanand Vempeny, SJ, "God's
Kingdom vis-ir-vis World Family," Fr. Thomas D'sa (Editor), The Church in India in
the Emerging Third Millennium, Bangalore: NBCLC, 2005, pp. 664-689.

9. For a detailed study on this topic cf., lshanand Vempeny, Inspiration in Non-Biblical Scriptures, Bangalore: TPI, 1973, pp.
148-168.

10.Apoc. 22:12-13, GS 45, Cf. also NA (Vat.
II document on Non-Christian Religions,
Nostra Aetate).

Sr. Margaret

parables and allegories found in this paper
are the authors' own creation. The name
of the author is given when parables taken
from other authors.
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Surrey) "Authority and
in the Clrurch: Sonte Sociological Reflections" in a paper prepared
for Derwent Consultancy 'Authority and

(University

Endnotes:

l.

0.

s).

1

l. G. Kittel (Editor), Theological Dictionary
of the New Testament, Yol.7, Alpha and
Omega,p. l.

12.

Quoted from Justification, p. 129, in Ishanand Vempeny, Inspiration in Non-Biblical Scriptures, p.160.
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LEADERSHIP IN RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES
Archbishop Thomas Menamparampil

When we are asked to take up the
leadership of a religious community
we almost instinctively plead inability. It may be an expression of humility. But it is often an expression of our
timidity: we are afraid to be hurt. The
Lord says: fear not, I am with you. We
take up the work in the name of the
Lord.

The superior should take up the
work with an act of faith: my fellow
religious are the greatest and the most
precious gift that the Lord has given
me, the greatest treasure that I have.
Hence they deserve all my attention,
love and care.

Nnnn ron RrcocNrrroN
These are the basic human requirements: recognition, love and care. The
most valuable thing a person has is a
sense of worth. One is afraid most of
all of discovering that one is useless.
People are more afraid to be found
useless, they say, than to be found bad.
They are hungering for recognition.
We may answer to this need in various
ways: remembering their names, feast
days and birthdays, replying to their
letters, noticing and appreciating their
activities and their achievements. It is
always better to say something with
regard to a person's services than take
them for granted. People have such a
dread of falling into anonymity, they

Thomas Menamparampil is the Archbishop of Guwahatti, Assam, lndia. He was the special
Secretary of the Asian Synod (1998). He served two terms as the Chairman of the Evangelization
Office of FABC. He was the recipient of the Mashio Memorial Foundation Award for Humanitarian
Services.
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havesuchaneedofapositivefeedback. always an encouraging word. Many
Silence can be as killing as criticism. weaknesses are corrected by positive
Older persons are so much encouraged strokes rather than by negative ones.
by the memory of their past achieve- Let us give to others the treatment $'e
ments. If their past is gradually for- would like to receive. and if at times
gotten and if they are not able to do we have to point out a mistake let us
much at present, they become sinking be quick in excusing and explaining
personalities. If someone is willing the failure as those whom we correct
to spend time sharing their past with would do'
them, they become vibrant again and
reveal the sparkling side of their per- ArruNrroN ro rIIE YouNcBn

sonalities.

Mpnannns

Valun or PosrrrvB Srnoxns

Love and care for others

are

expressed in hundreds of ways, when
they are sick, when they have an
anxiety or worry when they are in

some need. We must develop an eye
for the changing needs of our fellow
religious. Let me emphasize only one
significant manner in which we can
express our love for another person:
just tolerating hislher weaknesses,
closing an eye to his/her weakest
point. Most of us are fully aware of
our defects from our youngest days.
We have tried hard to root them out of
our lives all these years, but we have
not succeeded. More or less the same
defects remain with us. We need not
be reminded every day of what we
are made. We are so grateful when
someone takes note of our success in
the opposite direction. A new strength
comes into our life. We appreciate it
so much, when someone who knows
our weakness fuIly, loves us just the
siune, takes us for what we are and has

I said that old people should be
reminded of the great things they
have done. So too, people should be
reminded of the great things they are
able to do. People usually rise to the
expectations that are placed on them.
They respond to challenges, if they
are placed before them. Open out new

doors of opportunities before young
people. Their hidden talents, their
undeveloped gifts and their skills
that did not have chance till now, will
reveal themselves. It is worth tolerating some mistakes and incurring
some expenditure, when it is a question of giving a chance to the gifts of
the younger members to flower. The
losses will be more than compensated
for in due time.

Tsr IuponrANCE or Rrr,arroNSHIPs
Let us create an atmosphere of noncritical relationship in our communities, and we will see the burgeoning of
initiatives. Stand by the juniors in their
mistakes, and we shall see miracles
of performance. Insist on community
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success, not individual success. Give
and is a good beginning to help us to
them the joy of working together as move towards a solution. The admisa team and achieving things together. sion means also seeking advice and
You will see the energies and resource- help from any one who can give them.
fulness of youth bearing tangible fruits.
So much of success depends on rela- Vx,urNc run HtnaaN Srurr rN
tion-ship. In the presence of certain PrnsoNs
persons we become extremely capable.
It may be good to take a piece
They say Mahatma Gandhi was one
of those who could make heroes out of advice from practical psychology:
person who can give
of straw. Don Bosco seemed to make It is the very
give us help.
people perform far beyond their ordi- us trouble that can also
person who is capable of indepenA
nary abilities. So much depends on
our capacity to inspire courage and dent thought, of many abilities, is
inclined to be assertive and vocal. Get
confidence. Young people can work
wonders, says Bro. Andrew, MC: that person to help you, and you will
have the best help in the world. Very
"Young people can manage and do take
often originality of thought, creativity,
responsibility. The only thing they
and special gifts seeking to express
need is encouragement, caution when
themselves, become the occasions of
needed, continual communication and
trouble. Open a door to them, and you
friendly assistance."
will see the wind of change that will
Difflculty in relationship is the take place. You will have the most
commonest weakness in human gifted allies to stand with you through
society. Strained relationships arise in thick and thin.
families, in societies and in the interAt times a person who seems to
national community. The problem is
be occasioning trouble is more calling
not the tension that has arisen, but the
for attention and healing than opposunresolved tension that remains on,
ing authority. Someone may be strugour inability to tackle a tense situation.
gling
with an unresolved problem,
This is what makes countries weak,
hurts received earlier, or an inner
communities disoriented and apostolic
crisis for which no one is at fault.
teams ineffective.
Not recognizing this makes an innerLet us take it for granted that com- personal problem and inter-personal
munity problems are bound to rise problem. In complex cases, while we
from time to time. We need not be like to remain unyielding on essential
duties, we should fully be attentive to
shocked, we need not be humiliated
that they have arisen even under our the "person" a (ego) on the other side.
diligent care. Even the very admission We should never hurt a person. Rough
that there is a problem means humility, words, humiliating expressions, quick
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retorts, etc. are signs of our own
hurt ego, showing how small we are.
Living on such hurts, nursing grievances, ruminating over unkind words,
keeping an account of unkind deeds
make us smaller still. We should pray
any length of time to get free from
such thoughts and feelings.
One excellent advice is this: let us

is said, Christ never reacted. He only
acted. Have deep faith, love, and the
serenity of the Lord. In this battle you
will emerge the conqueror. This teaching is in keeping with the exhortation
of the Lord to offer the left cheek to
the one who strikes you on the right,
with the advice of St. Peter who tells
you to pile burning coals on the head
of your opponent. We always have
the profoundest respect for a person

offer the pain of the hurt we receive,
for the healing and spiritual benefit of
whom we have hurt and who preserves
the very person that causes that hurt.
just the
The greater the pain, the greater the an unshakable love towards us
gift we make to God. Surely this will same.
be a very pleasing gift before Him. If
the hurt remains with you a long time, A Frw Pucrrcll. Succrsrroxs
the longer the gift stays before the
At this stage I will give a few pracAlmighty. I am sure this is an infallible
tical suggestions. You can take them
manner of tackling an otherwise insol- for what they are worth:
uble problem.

1.
On'nnnrNc

run Orunn CsnBr

There are times when a measure of
concession to the other person's uffeasonable demands may be an expres-

group than one ofyour own.

2.

give them full chance. Let them ride
over our heads to their satisfaction. No
grudge, no grievances, no reaction. It
56
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Allow in big communities, the emergence of spontaneous and temporary sub-groupings according to
age, experience, social background,
natural inclination, etc. Rather than

sion of our personal love and esteem.
In concrete cases, it is not easy to say
where to draw the line. Prayer and prudence should guide us.
Can I at this stage place before you
the spirituality of defenselessness? We
win many a battle by losing it. If others
are keen on being unfair with us let us

Be a little more attentive to a person
of another (social, cultural, linguistic)

hold them in suspicion, integrate
them into the main group in a healthy
manner.

3.

Try to learn a little more of the background ofeach person. Show genuine
interest in news from their home, their
areas oforigin, their areas ofinterest,
place, persons and things connected

with them, with their work or with
their past.
JUNE 2O(l8
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Be willing to listen especially when
the other person is angry. Be less
eager to defend yourselfthan to learn
the real cause of the trouble. There
is often some truth in what a person
says even when exaggerating. Sift
out wisdom from a lot of emotioncharged words. Sympathetic listening alone has a healing power.

5.

Don't give answers (propose solutions) too fast. There are no readymade solutions to problems. More
often people need you, your genuine
sympathy, and your non-critical attention more than your solutions. Pay
attention as much to them, to their
mood and feelings, as to what they
say. They themselves will suggest
solutions.

accept them as important to you, you

to them
and all your great deeds and all you
stand for become important.
become a precious person

9.

Respect the autonomy of your subordinates in their own field of compe-

tence. Consult them and value their
advice.
10. Remember: a person is more important

than rules; values are more important
than their external expressions. The

letter kills, the spirit gives life. It is
more important to win over persons
(to convince them) than to get exter-

nal conformity. This method

may

prove slower in yielding fruits, but
the results

will

be lasting.

11. Never adopt undignified ways

in exer-

cising authority, e.g. checking letters,

6.

If someone else can deal with a person
better, seek help. We are all limited.
It is good to seek completion in the
assistance ofothers.

7.

Learn to combine the right people

together. Sound combination of
personalities acts as a stimulus to
each one's genius.
8.

C ommunities

Do you wantto be respected? Respect
others. Do you want to be important
to others? Let others be important to
you. Do you want others to help to
make of you a success, make others
a success. No matter how many
wonderful things you have done, how
many miracles you have worked, for
that reason alone you are not impor-

tant to people. Or if you are really
important, your importance is irrelevant to them. But the moment you

getting information about someone
else, and excessive eagerness to
know what someone wants to keep
secret. The information that we can
gather with dignity and due respect
to everyone is sufficient to guide a
community. Truth will reveal itself
ultimately, in any case. We need not
hunt out information. Ordinarily we
should take people at their word. That
is one of the greatest forms of respect
we can show them.

12. Never bejealous ofyour subordinates.
The greater they are, the greater you
will be. Rejoice in their success and

popularity. They

will in turn make

you successful and may be popular

as

well.

13. When a religious is singly handling
a work different from what the rest
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of the community are engaged in, it
is possible that he or she becomes

community and seek healing from the
Lord for the community.

isolated, and is misunderstood. Interpret and explain the work to the rest
of the community. If anyone comes
to be isolated for anY other reason
e.g.by reason ofbackground, or even
isolationist attitude, build a bridge to
enable him or her to relate to the other

It is the task of the suPerior to

members of the communitY.
14. The superior gives a

"public face" to

the community. What You are, is
what people will graduallY come
to think your institution is. If you
are cold, unapproachable, lost in
your self-importance, petty-minded,
insensitive, calculating, the image of
the entire community is falling every
day. If, on the contrary, You are outgoing, warm, welcoming, attentive,

available and serviceable, You maY
be very pleasantlY surPrised to find
that the neighborhood is Proud, not
only of you, but of the entire institution you rePresent.
CoNcr-ustoN

What we want from others, let us
give. What we want in others, let us
have: holiness, prayer, forgiveness,
hard work, zeal, and good relationship.
The superior is an unfailing influence
on the community. Unconsciously the
others absorb values from the leader.

As individuals need healing, we
as communities also need healing.
The superior should take the initiative
in bringing about healing within the
58
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give some measure of spiritual guidance especially to the juniors. We will
discover that people who are capable

of deep feelings (deep hurt,

agonizing inner pain, even deep resentment)
are equally capable ofgreat love, great
loyalty and sacrifice, if onlY we can
lead them to such things.

All extraordinary things especially
in the field of the spirit are achieved
by prayer. The main task of the religious superior is to guard the religious
values of the communily, to safeguard
the original spirit of the congregation
and interpret it in daily life. It is therefore so important to keep close to the
Lord and keep studying the spirit of
the founder or foundress.
Someone had said, the Cross is
the soul of the apostolate. We can look
forward to expressions of the Cross
in our lives in many forms. Let me
end with a quotation from Catherine

Doherty: "There is no question of
bloody martyrs. There is onlY the
question of slow, white martYrdom.
The martyrdom of listening. The martyrdom of consoling. The martyrdom
of loving. The martYrdom of hoPing
for oneself and for others. The martyrdom of total surrender to God through
the other, whoever he or she might be.
Prepare yourself to serve God in total-

ity."
JUNE 2()(l8
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LOOI(INC AHEAD
Joseph Mattam, SJ

"Religious traditions will become
obsolete and irrelevant unless they
are rejuvenated by the import of new
insights and challenges."' This is very
true especially of Religious Institutes.
"Has the Religious life a future" is a
question that haunts many women and
men Religious who doubt if their institutes, especially those based in Europe,
have any future.

Experience
The question forces me to look at
my own life. I have completed fifty
two years as a Jesuit, and I am a happy
person. If I were to start my life all
over again, I would want to be a Jesuit.
It has been a worthwhile, meaning-

fuI, fulfilling, satisfactory life. I have
come across many, men and women,
who would say the same about their
life. I am reminded of an elderly religious, Sister Michele, who was a close
friend of mine. Though Australian
by birth, she spent most of her life in
France. It was in Lille (France) that I
first met her and it was a memorable
meeting. I had informed her that I would
reach her place on Thursday, expecting her to know me from her nephew.
As soon as I rang the bell, she opened
the door and welcomed me with such
warmth and affection that I thought that
it was because her nephew had spoken
to her about me. After a few minutes
she asked me, who I was and what she

Joseph Mattam is a Jesuit theologian and teaches Systematic Theology at different Theological
Faculties and lnstitutes both in lndia and Kenya. He is visiting professor at the Sanyasa,
lnstitute of Consecrated Life. He has written more than 80 articles in a number of theological
and missiological periodicals besides books. He is also the President of Fellowship of lndian
Missiologists, He conducts retreats and workshops for priests as well as religious,
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could do for me. When I realized that large family, supporting and supported
she had not even heard my name, I just by one another, with a sense of God in
could not believe it! Later on, coming their life, happy to serve others, espeto know her better, I realized that she cially the poor.
was a much transformed person. She
rarely spoke of Christ, God or any reli- Why such a question?
gious topic (unless I myself wanted to
Then' why do people raise this
speak of such matters), but she radiquestion today: has the Religious life
ated God - it was a delight to be with
, d future? One cannot deny that there
! r , r. !
ner. vleermg ner was aJoy, ano people
are people who live in religious comuseo ro uavel long orsrances rrom many
munities' but are not truly happy' Are
parts of France - just to talk to her, just
!,t
they there because nothing better is
,
I
I
ni
to be wrth her. she was about 75 years
available? Jesus and his outlook do
old when she moved to paris. Though a
not seem to be their suidins lisht:
re[glous, sne olo not nave any speclal ,l-^_. 2--_t
they just seem to carry on because
reugtous naDlr. Dne became a membe,
l!
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persons, run Dy tne com- -.:- .qious would Spend confess that their parents,
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to frequent that club. a1 daily some two to three mafr(
first, others did not know hours in prayer, tfrey fllj:::::h:':1"?tl1:.:

do not find themsetve; ::ffi";ff;,.'T.i,r13li
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Religious' :1*"1i"
But.she
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v the attitudes of who would not want their
IOUnq tnat even aner mev

ffi Jesus.
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r.
sne was a rellglous every

younger sisters/brothers

had discovered out

or nreces/ neohews

to

: : their
11 : '. .
join
religious communities' This
time she went there, evaybody would

come and sit around her. One day one
of them told her, ,.Michele, we come to
you because we feel that you have found
what each one of us has sought after all
our lives, but we have not found." After
telling me the above, she said: .Now
I find a great joy to be able to bring u
littlehumanaffection andaray ofhope
into their otherwise sad lives.,z Like
this person, there are many who are
living a beautiful happy life, in spite
of all defects, failures, etc. There are
many with a sense of belonging to a

is one of the reasons many predict the
disappearance of Religious life as we
know it today. For most Religious their
life does not seem to be no more than
a series of pious practices, plenty of
novenas, and other devotions. Though
most Religious would spend daily
some two to three hours in prayer,
they do not find themselves having
the attitudes of Jesus. The Religious
life has become a secure, comfortable, consumerist, cozy existence with
hardly any relation to the poor they
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are supposed to serve, and also often
untouched by what happens in the
world outside their own convent/monastery walls.

-

Looking Ahead

Christians and Religious in many parts
of India and the total silence of those
for whom these Religious spend their
lives in educating them, caring for

ffn ffi*:'rf$j;H1:'i*il:

rhere is another important reason.
Especially in Europe many find themseem to be toially indifferent to what
selves without a proper, satisfuing happens to the Religious
who care for
work to do. Most of the works they them.
used to do are now done by the State
or various NGOs. Focusing on India
Added to this is the fact of the
we must say that while many reli- 'vocations.' The majority of 'vocagious are involved in education and tions,' especially in India and some
health ministry, many do have ques- other Third World countries, today
tions about the meaningfulness of come from the lower strata of society
their work, especially when they are and hence there are those who would
working in posh schools,
argue that when the
in cities or villages, for gna Canngt deny country progresses eco-
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ucation,n"; iJffi:",1'*,:H1ffi:"#;

the big cities wher" 16" beCOme mOfe Of an America, there would be
poor cannot afford their indUstry than a Ser- still less 'vocations' and
services. One cannot yigg Of fOfminO 1U- the number of religious
deny that education ture
y":ld go down draslvr Y CitizenS.
v!tr-Y! '.vr
has become more of an
tically. There is some
industry thana service of
truth in this fear too.3
forming future citizens. Health ser- Though not as many as in the past,
vices too, with high specialization and the number of people leaving the relithe soaring cost of the services, many gious congregations is also a matter of
Religious feel that the poor simply concern. Another reason for fear about
cannot afford their services and they the future is the fact, as we shall see
are not in a position to give the poor below, that the religious are not able
free service, given the hefty salary of to live out their prophetic charism in
doctors, etc. So, there seems to be dis- the Church, being totally controlled by
satisfaction at the level of work. They the Hierarchy.
wonder how their work can be called
apostolic, how it contributes to the Towards an Answer
coming of God's rule on earth. This
Duetotheaboveandotherreasons,
question has been raised by many which are very challenging, the ques_
especially in the context of attacks on tion is real and needs an answer. In
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order to answer this question we

must

look at religious life, not primarily
from the work they do, but from the
point of view of their true identity as
prophets within the Church.a

Rerigious Lfe as a prophetic

charism

sion, but a religious who happens to
job by her/tris congregaprimacy
tion. This
of being over doing
is something important to understand
the value system that ought to underlie
the life of a religious'
be put in that

' what is the true identity or the

Religious? People often introduce
themserves as *we are teaching
Sisters/Brothers," "'We are hospital
Sisters/Brothers," "'We are parish/
social workers," etc. This way of identifuing themselves has an effect on
their life. They have to discover their

identityatanoiher,deeper
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by pifession. Anything they do
derives from and is dependeit orthis,

Jesus

their primary pre_occupation. Religious
life is thus a living out publicly' profes-

sionally' institutionalll (and

level as persons ,""111,31
rerrYrLruo
s
God, and hence called IReligious
to be witnesses to his prophetic .charism
love in the world. They i6 the ChUrCh. lt iS O
are called not primarlly
charism
' '- -. of- protest, of
to do a task, but "to be -' ,:' ,- -

life is

f;:t?:i

lowing of ihrist as pronosed bv the Gosoel-, and

l;";;;ir.';#i";"fi;

that are impticit in all
christian life. It is in this

and .sense.#L
with Him,,(Mk 3:1i),,;i
frll:i:T,,ti:
,L::oo*
be Jesus' friends. That l'?OlGal lOVe.
officially and institution_
would mean, a new way
ally, whlt is implicit in all
of relating to everything
true Clristian existence.,,5
and everyone, a new way of seeing
"Religious orders and communieveryone, a new way of loving everyone, "love as I have loved you." This ties have something like an innovative
is to have the mind and heart of Jesus, function for the Church. They offer
to see, to love everyone and every- productive models for the Church as
thing as Jesus does. This vocation too a whole in the business of growing
accustomed to living in new social,
is not time bound; the challenge of this
form of life is perennial. This is a spe- economic, intellectual and cultural
cific way of being in the Church. This situations. Furthermore, religious
means, they are professionally reli- orders at the very least have a correcgious; their profession is not medicine, tive role: the function of redressing
teaching, social work or any other the balance. They are a kind of shock
work. For example, a religious who therapy instituted by the Holy Spirit
is a doctor, is not a doctor by profes- for the Church as a whole. Against the
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dangerous accommodations and questionable compromises that the Church
as a large-scale institution can always
incline to, they press for the uncompromising nature of the Gospel and of the
imitation of Christ. In this sense they
are the institutionalized form of a dangerous memory within the Church."6
Centred on Christ, one looks into
the community, into the Church and
into the world and in Christ's name
denounces sin, injustice and everything that is opposed to God's will and
plan; and announces the Good News
of God's love; and enables the com-

munity, the Church

md ,* :^ ^._
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the poor. This aspect is the most basic.

It is an experience of God which
remains the root and sustaining force
for the kind of life and task for which
God calls and sends a prophet: to pull
down, to destroy and to build up.

While the Bible talks of men
prophets more often, there are also
prophetic women like Hulda (2 Kg
2:14), Deborah (Judg 4:4-10), and
Miriam (Exod 15:20); see also Tamar
(Gen 38:26), Ruth (Ruth 2:12), Esther
(Esther 8:llf) and Judith: all these
women show certain characteristics
which are meaningful even
___

_.

today.
Though they had no institutiorial power in times
of crisis they tlisplayed
courageous and wise
qualities and

-!
the world, to be trans- lt ls an experlence oI
GOd which remains
formed by Christ.
From the biblical the root and sustqiltimes, it is believ#;; ing force for the kind lt^llership
God cans/sends propr,- of life anJ tr.L f"; ;::j,*'.,}ffiH
ets to speak and a3t
Their
.i, which God calls and d;;te,s reiistance."IHI
God's name' As God t"llt
prophet:
ministry
was
character"' iiiAi faith in
--'rvv sa vrvv!lvr' ...
Jeremiah, "...for you sends
the God
go
shall
to all to whom I

send y:ou, and you shau speakwhatever
I command you"' See, today I appoint
you"' to pluck up and to pull down, to
destroy and to overthrow, to build and
to plant" (Jer 1 :7-lo). central to this
'mission' is the God-experience, which
transforms the person, makes him or
her a new person. we see that in all
the propheti. rnis is true especially
Jesus: His baptism and the awareness
He receives of being a loved child of
God, the experience of God as a loving
Father makes Him the kind of person
He is: free, loving with an option for

;1lli:,ni[,j,""|

ffi#tlff ffiHil

that they had authority (Judith 9:ll);
they were aware that the, rights of the
poor were God-given rights and hence

3:j,r::XLLJ::tAh,:TiljiffHX
the oppressed was the source of their
and their readi-

of ::Hi:","?:t,ff:.d"-

Today in many parts of the world,
especially in Latin America one finds
such women taking a prophetic leadership role; they were the first to cry out
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against oppression in Nicaragua. Also
of the prophetic tasks of the Religious
in the Philippines we know women today. The prophetic nature of the call
religious took a very prominent part in is real and is very challenging.
the protest against Marcos'regime. A
But here too one wonders if that is
few years ago, Dr. Sandra Schneiders,
happening
with the religious of today.
a woman religious and a professor
Have
not become too tamed,
they
at the Jesuit School of Theology at
too obedient, too submissive and too
Berkeley, in the United States, told us
during a conference, that she would frightened? "We religious don't want
quo because,
not want to be ordained a priest even to challenge the status
to the conif she were allowed by the Church despiteweour protestations
from
it,
and these bentrary,
benefit
because then she would lose her prophetic charism, as she would get efits have numbed us to the injustices
perpetrated by the hierarchical
absorbed into the institution. Besides, being
systems
that act as though they have
according to her, since the priesthood
in the Church today has very little in been divinely instituted."T
common with the leader-;1
In the present Church
religiOUS are
ship that,Jesus envisagtd'
where
the magisterium
readvr to remain faithsne woulo consloer lt an
has taken over control of
insult to womanhood to fultotheirvocationas all charisms and therefore

the

be part of this distorted

prophets, then they

the prophetic charism is
future and also under their control,
have
The vocation of the ? neOessary fOle tO it is very unlikely that the
Religious can fulfill their
Religious is preciously play in the ChurCh.
prophetic function within
as a prophet to protest, to
the Church. The Church
call the Church back to Jesus' insights,
authorities claiming divine authority
thrust, and priorities. If the religious are
is so suppressive of any opinion that
ready to remain faithful to their vocais different from theirs, by silencing
tion as prophets, then they have a future
them, by sending out "notifications"
and a necessary role to play in the
("harmful-to-health"- type of warnChurch. Take, for example, the matter
ings), or even completely silencing
of leadership in the Church. Here is dissident voices in the Church, this
where the Church following the pattem
area of prophetic functioning seems to
of the imperial and pharisaical model be closed in the Church.
of authority, condemned by Jesus, has
gone miles away from the ideals laid
M.H. Crosby reports an incident
down by Jesus. The hierarchy needs to
that took place in Detroit in 2002. The
be brought to their senses so that they Detroit based St Joseph Province ofthe
follow the teaching of Jesus. This is one Order of Friars Minor Capuchin had
development.
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elected a Brother as their Provincial
and was confirmed by the Minister
General of the Order; the Vatican
rejected this election and asked them
to elect a priest, though this Order has
no such rule that only a cleric can be
their superior, and St. Francis had foreseen that some of the superiors would
not be priests. They had to agree to
elect a priest, though they were quite
sure that it was not what the Spirit was
asking them to do.8

Counter Cultural Prophetic
Mission

-

Looking Ahead

they belong. Just pay attention to the

way we introduce ourselves to one
another. "I am...an Indian, a Christian,
a

teacher...one's group, work, achieve-

ments, etc."e

This is a damaging value system as

it leads to competition, pride, jealousy,
hatred, fear, and opposition to one
another, insecurity and ultimately a
love-less life. We will have to become
aware, first of all, the extent to which
our own personal and communitarian lives are governed by this value
system: in our relation to one another,
to things, events, etc. My

Challenging the lh the world the val-

Church hierarchy is one gg System
aspect of the prophetil
is one that
call, which is today not
^'L ._-^ _-^.__

at

contention is that, though

WOfk we put on religious habits,
equates take vows, follow strict
rules of the religious comPersons with their munities, pray, and we
practicabie. rherJ
another and a more fun- pOSSeSSiOnS, pOSi- have a heap of religious
damental dimension: tiOnS,aohievements, practices, etc., most relito challenge the value appeafange, and the gious are unaware ofhow
system at work in the 'i
they are controlled by the
worrd, a value syst;; 9t9'p to which they worldly value system and
opposed to that oflesus. belong.
hence are truly unlovThis is perennial, as
ing, un-free: govemed by
even after 2000 years of Jesus' teach- ambition, hatred, fear, anxiety, jealing being in the world, we have not ousy, etc. They are unaffected by the
accepted his outlook, his value system. outlook brought by Jesus. He emphaHence at this level the religious will sized that "you are all brothers/sisters,"
have always a role to play, namely to you are dignified and worthy because
show that the outlook of the world is God loves you, and because of which
foolish, against human dignity and you are capable of "loving as I have
worth, is against the Gospel of Jesus. loved you", of loving the enemy, of
In the world the value system at work being for others unconditionally. In
is one that equates persons with their other words, if the Religious also are
possessions, positions, achievements,
living by the outlook of the world,
appearance, and the group to which
then in what sense are they prophets in
JANUARY
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the Church? If they follow the outlook
of the world, and it seems to me that
most do, then they are failing in their
vocation to a prophetic life, but what
every Religious professes is that he
or she wants to live according to the
value system of Jesus, and therefore
opposed to that of the world.

If

about, the "love as the Father Loves,"
which is a totally unconditional way of
being for and with the other.ro This is
an aspect of life that does not grow old;
it is an ever present invitation, because
people rarely love one another. People
do not understand the other's point of
view, do not forgive, and are not compassionate towards one another. The
vocation of the Religious is precisely
to bear witness to the fact that such
a love is possible; they show to the
world that what Jesus said, "love as I
have loved you" is a possibility, that it
can be lived in our world.

one follows the outlook of the
world true love is not possible. And
that is another aspect of the prophetic
vocation. The religious, thanks to their
prophetic call, are called to witness to
the possibility of true love; "Love as I
have loved you" (Jn 14:12) in a world
where what goes under the name of The Prophetic Value of the Vows
love is anything but love.
As distinct from the
Generally what obtains
the
follows
outlook
of the world, the
in the world is a form of
vows invite us
religious
attachment kept up by outlook of the world
and we promise to follow
pleasing, manipulating

lf

one

true love is not pos-

one another. By getting
hurt and upset people sible.
manage to control the
other; this is seen as love. If we are
talking about attachment, pleasing one
another, then there is plenty of love in
the world. But if we start with Jesus'
words, "Love the enemy," "Love as I
have loved you," then we have to grant
that many do not love one another, as
their relationship is based mostly on the

action of the other, though one is not
conscious of this pattern. If the other
does what pleases me then I am for
her/him, but if her/tris action does not
suit me, then I am against that person.
But this form of 'loving' has nothing
to do with the love that Jesus talks
66

another path, a path of
true love, a life lived not
for self alone but for all,
loving truly. In our loveless world, we are promising and committing ourselves to true freedom, that
is, not to be controlled by the other,
his/her qualities, possessions, actions,
but to see the other as God sees him/
her: his precious child, so my brother/
sister, whether the person is lovable
or not according to the norms of the
world. The vows the religious profess
can be understood from this perspective of this new way of being. The
vows are first of all an expression of
the freedom to which all are destined
as God's children. Already by creation,
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when God shares God's life to enable
From this follows the non-possesus to be, it is an invitation to become sion of anything for self alone, and of
free as God. That is why Jesus could not living for self alone but for God's
tell us: "Be compassionate as the Kingdom. The vow of poverty too is
Father" or as Paul says: "be imitators an obvious protest against what is hapof God." It is by being aware of the pening in the world where to be is to
un-freedom in which we live that we have. And in poverty we reverse it and
can become free. The un-freedom is we are ready to be persons, ready to
almost imposed on us from our very relate as persons, not on the basis of
birth.
what we have or do not have. When
Jesus said the poor are blessed (not

This prophetic charism has to
be rooted in the cau by christ, and
hence, in the whole-hearted commit-

3:fffl)*i"I1;,'iffiii: ffi,["t:,:
ment to christ. one may tark orthis :lX}','Jil,iilTffi1'f,:*1t1il:
as the charism of consecrated virgin-

ity, of letting oneself be 'personal-

possessions slhe has. He was inviting
people to dynamite the rotten systeri
of competition and to

ized' by Christ, of being
possessed by Him, of .
ietting one,s rove-"ilt,ri, !t.is by bqi.lg
f:?-,:T11il?'"",.iJ',lli:
blossom limitlessly, and Of the un-freedom in i" a spirit of sharing and
thus being totally dispos- which we live that we
.*rrrg when Jesus said
sessed of self, to be chan- - -.- ,can become free. thatthepoorwereblessed,
nels of God,s 1"r".;;;
was inviting people to
a person accepts to live u
'e
viiginal, ,on porr.rsive life, then one the world
takes on, so to say, the spectacles of glorifu misery _ when He saw it, He
Jesus: sees reality as He sees, loves all
tried to overcome it by what He did for
as He loves. That is the vow of virginthe needy. This vow is a following of
ity: freedom at its highest, counter cul- Christ thl poor; it is solidarity wittr ttre
tural value system at its highest, pro- poor and it iraiy it is the mlst imporphetic action at its highest. When one tant counter cultural value system.
is 'personalized'by Christ and finds
one's identity in that way of being, The vow of obedience is another
even if that person does not have a expression of the freedom and of
satisfying work, or is unable to work the counter cultural value system: it
becauseofsicknessorwhatever,hisor enables a person to live not for self,
her life witl be meaningful, because its but for God's Kingdom, the greatest
meaning does not come frorn the work, goal for which a person can dedicate
oneself and become a fuller human
but from its way of being.

1*"f:
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being, as Jesus himself did. Obedience,
which is distinct from submissiveness,
is an exercise of freedom: freely, willingly, knowingly a person surrenders
self to Love and Truth and hence it is
liberating and enriching. In concrete
it means a person exercises his/trer
authority in the congregation, not as
a passive member, but as an active
member; secondly it means availability for the cause of the kingdom, it is
excelling oneself in this cause, and
thirdly it is an exercise of freedom.

Religious have been making to society
at large and to the Church. In Europe
the contribution made by the Religious,
both men and women, is enormous at
the level of culture, art, literature, etc.
Five centuries between the death of St
Benedict (548) and that of St Bernard
(1153) are called the Benedictine
Centuries (the monastic age). This is
because the monks were an integral
part of society at every level - spiritual, intellectual, liturgical, artistic,
administrative and economic. The
Religious life from its very inception
in very rudimentary forms has always
had a great impact on society at large
md on the Church' This

Thus the three vows are expressions of the promise to be free with
the thtee -,- - Religious life
regard
that make up orr I ne
also in
lives: the personal tph.." frOm its very inception }|"iltot*
,',*::
(inter personal relation-ip Very fUdimentafY onwards.TheFranciscans,
ship), relation to things fOfmS haS alWayS had the Jesuits and other
'"1'Jtt"lnJi".,},o|:: . g,.rt impact on soci- Religious sroups too had
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:il

by
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ety at targe and on
unconditio.,ul
non-attachment and the Qhulgh.
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but

riving
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the
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well as University
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reges and manv more areas rike that.
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That fact continues to be true even
and inter dependent. One may look
them beginning with any one of them. today. The Religious have had an
began with the personal and inter- effect on society much too large and

I

personal, which I termed consecrated
virginity. Through these the Religious
are promising to live a counter cultural
value system.

Contribution to

Society

Another aspect of this prophetic
charism is the contribution that the

disproportionate for their numbers in
the field of education, medicine, literature, art.rl From very ancient times
the Jesuits have been in the forefront
of contribution to various Indian languages; even today that pattern continues. Just to mention a few from among
the many: Fr Camille Bulcke, SJ, Fr
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Carlos Valles, SJ, and others have continued to have an effect on society in
their respective regions. Fr R. Chauhan,
SJ has contributed in a big way to the
Gamit language of South Gujarat, in
providing it with a grammar and a dictionary, an anthology of their popular
songs, and stories, and some translations of the Bible.

The Charism of Caring for and
Empowering the Needy

I emphasised above the importance of "being" over doing, and yet
our commitment to Jesus has to be
manifested in our care for the needy.
Here is where one has to become more
creative. Old charisms have to be
interpreted to meet the needs of today.
I shall merely mention some of the
areas that need attention today; though

they were never neglected in the past,
I am afraid we need to refocuses on
some of these areas.r2

The Religious have a function,
even in the First World countries, of
caring for the needy and be channels
ofJesus' love for the poorest, neediest.
To run schools and hospitals there are
private agencies and the governments,
but to care for the needy, illiterate, to
be a challenge to our conscience there
have to be people who are committed. Historically we notice that most
of the major religious Orders and
Congregations arose in the Church
as a protest, in radical poverty, to
come to the freedom of the Gospels
and to commit themselves freely for
JANUARY
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the service of the needy in fidelity to
Christ. We also find that the religious
orders and congregations were soon
enough domesticated and regularized
and their revolutionary potential was
smothered.

One area is an extremely sensitive issue - street children and child
labourers. In spite of India being a signatory to the UN Charter for the protection and welfare of children, millions of children are child labourers
and victims of various forms of abuse.
We need to go into the various causes
that lead to the phenomenon of child
labour and street children, and need
to spend a lot of our energy in this
field, as children are one of the main
concerns of Jesus and as they are the
future of human society.
The empowerment of women and
other disprivileged groups is seen as
one of the major mission activities of
the Churches. The women in India
manifest a very striking contrast situation. Some are very highly placed,
canying 6ut great responsibilities in
the country, while on the other hand
you have women who are, dominated,
abused and exploited. This area needs
the attention of the Religious in a
more organized manner. Of course
such works are happening in many
regions of the country; more needs to
be done in that area. Here too definitely women Religious can play an
important role in this process of the
empoweffnent of women.
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Today one of the groups that is
most disprivileged is AIDS patients
who are isolated and often abandoned
by their own families. The Religious
can reach out to this group, welcoming them as humans with dignity and

and elsewhere. The Religious

can

help the tribal people to preserve their
culture and identity. People of different regions in the country have their

own aspirations; the religious will

have to be sensitive to this dimension
rights, as some women Religious have and respond to these aspirations. In the
past too the Church has responded to
started caring for such persons.

In the context orthe growing com- :ffiH,J'j.THt:l,TJLi',".".'*.?:
munalizing of the Indian civil society these need to be evaluated and updated
where minorities are threatened, human
so that the response is to the present
and minority rights are violated, we context' Their aspirations are around
need to involve ourselves
in protests against. lh.
being Religious ffi::ffi",il, ofltn
violation of human rights 16" concern
not respeci, ura belonging
and dignitY, 41d 5[nrcrcle
to a worldwide familv

ln

tli[

is

i-fi lo* Y: are different of.christians for a better
fromotherChristians,
secular minded
tuture'
"i##
groups. It is a rr.t ir,ui but how seriously *"
for justice, along

of 12kg the Call tO diS- CoNcr,usror*
the. catr
rn conclusion r may
h:Tffiffi;i,..f#:ns cipteship,
in
be
collaborators.
the Religious
,ur',hu,
donotsupp"rtth"-lll;:;
they are attacked by fun- Weaving the King- have an important place
often the beneficiaries

to

in today's Church and
damentalist groups. at dOm Of GOd
the world. Once they disleast this should awaken
cover their true identity'
Christians to the necessity of new allithe outlook of the
ances with forces that are secular in and become free of
in
Jesus and wanting
rooted
world'
and
nature. In order to go beyond religious
outlook, the Religious
fundamentalism, we need to develop to live by his
much to the church
contribute
can
a secular spirituality, and join hands
their prophetic charism of
with all those who are concerned with through
challenging the church hierarchy' of
numan rgnm, rreeoom ano olgnlry.
caring for the needy through more
and new ways suited to the
creative
process
rampant
There is a
of
sanscritization and Hinduisation of needs of today, and thus becoming a
Tribals, which is entirely destroying living presence of the compassionate
the identity of the Tribals in Gujarat God Jesus revealed. The vows of the
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Religious also have a prophetic value
in today's consumerist world. In being
Religious the concem is not how we are
different from other Christians, buthow
seriously we take the call to discipleship,
the call to be collaborators in weaving
the Kingdom of God - a call which is
addressed to all. The difference is not
in any type of imaginary superiority
or perfection. One follows this way of
life, because one feels called to it and
hence one wants it; one has decided for
oneself: howdo I wantto livemy life as
a Christian in today's world. The time
to be distinct in dress and other externals is over and the distinction has to be
seen in the seriousness with which we
commit ourselves to the poor of God
and thus announce the "Good News
to the Poor", that Jesus brought into
our world. If looked at in this way, the
Religious life has a future. It may take
various new forms; there is nothing
sacred about the particular forms in
which it had been lived in the past. "If
we all remain open to the Spirit of God,
the dream-creating Spirit will enable
us to find ways that are more suited to
our times, enabling us to be creative
agents of God's Kingdom."r3
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It

happened after some days,

perhaps as the fruit of an intense and
sustained meditation, that a vision
appeared to this ardently devoted Man.
In this vision, it wos maniftsted that
by means of a few sages versed in the
variety of religions that exist throughout the world, it could be possible to
reach a certain peaceful concord. And
it is through this concord that a lasting
peace in religion may be attained and
established by convenient and truthful
means. (Nicolas of Cusa)

I.INTRODUCTION
Drawing inspiration from the
Second Vatican Council, there have
been serious attempts in difflerent

countries to present Christian faith
and living in tune with the cultures
and traditions of those countries. This
phenomenon was called "inculturation." Efforts have been made in India
also to present an indigenous form of
Christian religious living as different from the canonical form of religious life. The evolution of a model of
Christian "Ashrqm" was not in view of
replacing the existing canonical form
of religious living in India.l Christian
Ashram is the result of an authentic
search by a few committed religious
men and women who wanted to be
faithful, not only to the foundations of
Christian faith and form traditions, but
also to the "soul" of the religious diver-

Xavier E. Manavath is at present the Provincial Superior of the Province of Bangalore (Claretians)
and the President of Karnataka Hegional Conference of Religious (KRCR). He was the Director
of Sanyasa and the Rector of Claretian Major Seminaries. His area of specialization is Formative
Spirituality and he gives lectures at a number of Seminaries and Spiritual lnstitutes.
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sity of India. Hence, my
own reasoning for this
model is not to be seen in
view of displacing other
forms of religious life.
Using the insights of the
Science of Fundamental

Human Formation

as

Known for its toler-

ance of other

this

of India as

the meeting place of
traditions, world religions, there
re-

ligious
a question to
lndia provides a emerges
be answered. Is this relisetting for a true gious pluriformity a
meeting
religions.

developed by Adrian van
Kaam,z the attempt is to
offer a foundational approach which
would speak for the legitimacY and
relevancy of a model of Christian religious living that situates itself in the
unique socio-historical-cultural-religious reality of India, and can become
a "formative habitus" at the service of
the spiritual formation of people of all
faiths and walks of life.3

II. RELIGIOUS DIVERSITY OF
INDIA AND ITS CHALLENGES
India is considered to be the birthplace of many religions and has become

the home for many others. Through
the ages, India has shown strong proclivities towards religious outlook,
resulting in the development of indigenous religions, chief among them
being Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism,
and Sikkhism. This religious bend has
also encouraged the growth of such
religions as Islam, Christianity, ffid
Zoroastrianism. Known for its tolerance of other religious traditions, India
provides a setting for a true meeting of
world religions.
74

But due to
uniqueness

JANUARY

of world

curse or a boon? It is a
fact that India's massive
population, already fragmented by class and caste
differences and sexual discrimination, could be further dislocated and
torn apart by religious differences.
Trends of revivalism and fundamentalism have emerged in certain parts
of India. Colonialism has not onlY
sapped the wealth of the country, but
distorted its culture, undermined its
creative dynamism, and injected into
the national processes germs of internal colonialism. In all this, religion is
often used to lay hold on wealth and
power, which are often emPloYed as
tools of oppression, rivalry and violence, or for "blunting the revolutionary edge of faith."a On the other hand,
the situation does not look that dismal.
Vandana Mathaj i writes: "Precisely this
religious and even more the spiritual
potential that is still vibrantly alive in
the heart of India's culture and people
could became a powerful means of
bridging gaps, bringing Peace and
harmony in place of war and violence
-through the one spirit that animates all
faith - be they cosmic or primal religions of our tribes or the major religions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism,
Sikkhism, Judaism, Zoroastrianism,
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elementary commonality between
various form traditions in regard to
the distinctively human or spiritual
This ideal can be realized only if formation of the human race. The
we have the courage to distance orr- implicit denial of any commonality
selves from the familiar abodes of of spiritual form potency and aspirareligious living and expression and to tion in all human life forms has been
search together into the founding intuone of the causes of the absence of
ition of these various religious tradi- social justice, peace and mercy on our
tions. One does not have to abandon planet. Form traditions that held themone's faith and form tradition to dis- selves the only and exclusive reposicover this wisdom. But one must gain tory of any
wisdom of human life forthe courage to let go of the arrogant mation led their adherents to impose
Christianity, Islam, and several modem
sects and denominations."s

claim that his/her form tradition is the
exclusive repository of all wisdom of
human life formation and to encounter
the other honestly.

III.

NEED FOR A FOUN.
DATIONAL FORMATIVE
APPROACH

It is in this context that one must
take a serious look at Formation
Science, which can offer immense
help in facilitating this interforming
encounter of all religions and help
them discover a common ground. It
can also help every religious tradition discover what is foundational and
what is accretional in it and to appraise
their respective consonance with one's
life formation. Stating the rationale of
this science, Van Kaam writes: "One
purpose of this science is to provide
a fundamental frame of reference for
a variety of consonant form traditions
without forcing them to abandon their
own articulation of seminal concepts.
Such a basic formation science may
lead to the acknowledgment of some
JANUARY

their views on others. Such arrogance
has been an enduring source of conflict. ...Hence, we feel the pressure to
develop a universally acceptable formation science."6

IV. EMERGING CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE INDIAN CHURCH

Since Vatican Council II, the
Church in India, along with the
Church all over the world, has gone
through a period of awakening. With
the impetus for renewal given by the
Second Vatican Council in recent
years, there has been a significant pos-

itive movement in the Indian Church
away from isolation, parallel monologues, and from the fear of being
challenged, limited and swallowed up
by other religions.

This awakening should be considered as a part of the general awakening throughout the Church and the
world. Recently, the Church has been
discovering noble expressions of transcendent faith all over the world, and
JUNE
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has come face to face
with amazement the
tremendous range of
human culture. From the
reflective awareness of
this pluralism-religious,
ethnic, linguistic, social,
economic, ideological
levels of reality-there has
emerged a hope-filled
trend among theologians
and thinkers both in India

Lift

Various efforts

tain themselves

in

their Western garb
and remain pretty
much in their own
Christian "ghettos,"
failing to influence
and abroad; there is a the stream of thinkconcern for a theology of ing of India.
religions based primarily
on praxis.

The locus theologicus for this the-

ology of religions in India consists
in a triad of dialogue, liberation and
inculturation. Inculturation, as understood by Vatican Council II, is not just
a borrowing of a few elements in the
spheres of art and folklore or to make
some adaptation in liturgy or pastoral methods. It must reach that innercenter of the heart where, in faith,
man has a foretaste of the reality of
God's presence within. It calls for a
new birth for the Church whenever it
enters any new cultural environment.
Abhishiktananda calls this process
a catholicizing which "undoubtedly offers a radical challenge to the
accepted Westem approach of theology and spirituality, and may appear
to some to undermine the very foundation of the Church's position; and yet
to refuse it would mean to question the
freedom of the spirit.T
76

are

The existing struc- being made at differtures of religious ent levels of the Church
formation do main- for dialogue and the-

JANUARY

ologizing, but this often
remains on the level of

only. The
existing structures of religious formation do maintain themselves in their
Western garb and remain
pretty much in their
own Christian "ghettos,"
failing to influence the
academics

stream of thinking of
India. Even though a lot
of academic knowledge about other
religions is passed on through them,
they do not seem to lead the religious
and lay Christians to a deeper form
of dialogue. Moreover, these structures, in their claim for and imposition of universality, have a tendency
to become monolithic and rigid which,
in turn, fail to respect the uniqueness
of the spiritual journeys of those who
live in it. All are put into a mould and
are asked to conform to the requirements, rules and regulations that are
already laid out.8
Therefore, in order to be faithful to
the incarnational presence of Christ in
India, there have been many attempts
in the Church to create, at least as an
alternative, a more indigenous model
of religious living where it could be
possible to have a new praxis of spiritual formation. This praxis of spiritual formation, which involves living
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and praying with the people of other
faiths, is based on liberation, inculturation and dialogue, which, in turn, has
become the locus for Indian theological reflection. At this point, the Church
in India has at least come to a recognition of the need for a more indigenous
model of religious living.

V. AWAKENING TO A FOI.IN.
DATIONAL APPROACH TO

DIALOGUE

ence through the discipline formative

spirituality, Van Kaam writes: "To
approximate a universally valid theory
of human life formation, we should
ask ourselves about the very foundations of this formation common to
all people, of all times and all places.
This search for the foundations should
take into account the contributions of
various form traditions insofar as they
may have timeless universal releveurce
for human life formation. We should
look for similar universal insights in
the arts and sciences insofar as they
touch on the problems of human formation. On the basis of the integration
of all such findings, we may gradually approximate a theory of formative
spirituality that is truly foundational
and universal."'o

Recognizing the insufficiency of a
merely political and pragmatic "peaceful co-existellce" that covers up a sense
of superiority over, suspicion or an
ignorance of other faith traditions, the
author himself had been searching for
an authentic approach to dialogue with
other faith traditions. Coming to study
the discipline of formative spirituality
Such a theory of formative spiriand its servant source of Formation
tuality, according to Van Kaam, can
Science, there opened up a new path facilitate the emergence of the "unitowards a "compassionate entering versal ecumenical formation wisdom,"
into the universal spiritual conscious- that is elucidated from various consoness," where all the religious tradi- nant form traditions.tr It can also help
tions flnd a common ground - where the efforts of form traditions to purifu
the adherents of various religious tra- themselves from dissonant accretions that are not disditions are able to move
tinctively human. It can
beyond the specific
Church
in
bring out the commonalitheological content and
language of spirituality lndia has
least ties between and among
formulated in their own come to a recooni various faith and form
religion, and become tion of the need for traditions, build bridges,
and facilitate conversafamiliar with the univermore
indigenous
a
tion among them.r2 Its
sal spiritual experience
model
religious
articulation can help
possible
that is
in every
distinguish between the
human person.e Pointing living.
foundational truths and
a way to such an experi-

the

at

of
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historical accretions of a

formation tradition and,
in this same process, can
facilitate the recognition
of "deformative irenicism, indifferentism, and

of ecumenism that tend to level
and homogenize the formation traditions."r3

fictitious forms

Religion is

to the humanum,

of these ways is religion.
Religion is a path to the
humanum, be it called sal-

salva- vation, liberation, or by

be it called
tion, liberation, or
by whatever generic name...

The deepest ground or the medium

for such an encounter and

dialogue
must be at the level of the spirit - at
that principle which is foundational
and universal to the human condition.
Of it Van Kaam writes: "The foundation of the foundations of the formation of the human person as human is
the human spirit . . . The foundational
forming influence of the human spirit

gives rise to a unique style of typically human or spiritual formation and
expression. Such styles of distinctively
human life formation are called spiritualities. The various styles of spiritualities, when consonant with the essentials of human life, contain elements
of a foundational spirituality that is in
principle cotrlmon to all."ra

It is this deep anthropological
level or the distinctively human level
that Raimundo Panikkar calls the
humanum. He writes: "The endeavor
of every religion is to give a concrete
scope and possibility through which
the human being individually or collectively may achieve the humanum.
In this endeavor to achieve full humanness or the humanum, thete are many
ways. Atraditional name for the gamut
78

a path

whatever generic name...

And, in fact, there does
seem to be something in
the humanum that transcends mere humanity
and points to another

degree of reality not to be found on the

merely "natural level."15

Therefore, the recognition of this
mystery of the "Other" and its manifestation in the foundational dynamic
of the human life form as transcendent, become the founding intuition
of every religious faith and form traditions. This foundational approach
to human life formation or spiritual
living can awaken us to a new way of
looking at the interforming reality of
the faith and form traditions of India

and, more importantly, provide us
with a foundational way of entering
into dialogue with religious traditions
other than our own. This, however,
does not deny all other forms of dialogue, but it certainly points to the way

in which all other forms of dialogue
have to ground themselves.r6

YI. ASHRAM AS AN IDEAL
HABITUS
An Embodiment of this
foundational approach

1. Ashramz

As diflerent religious faith and formation traditions symbolize particular
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ways of opening up to the transcendent and experiencing this reality, the
deepest form of dialogue is a dialogue
that happens when people of different
faith traditions come together in this
openness to the transcendent. Such
a dialogue cannot happen on a mere
doctrinal level, but at a deeper level,
which Panikkar calls the existential
or ontic-intentional stratum.tT For
Panikkar, though the two sets of doctrines (in reference to Christianity and
Hinduism) contain certain undeniable
resemblances, they are fat removed
from each other. Yet, in a certain
sense, they possess the same aim and
the same goal. Moreover, they start
from the same anthropological situation; they consider the same imperfect
human being, striving to reach perfect
consonance. Neither will contest that
the ontic intentionality is the same in
both religions.

dent, and the absolute to which we can
commit ourselves.re This could also be
an authentic way of growing beyond
the dangers of a pragmatic peaceful coexistence that often covers up fanaticism, deformative irenicism, and indifferentism, and provide a path to spiritual communion that does not negate
but transcends the differences.20

Looking at the Indian reality and
searching for an indigenous model,
it seems that the Ashram, the traditional classic model of Hindu religious
community, would provide an ideal
habitus for such dialogue and cornmunion. Ashrams, in the Indian context,
have their parallel forms in the West,
in the various monastic communities,
and it is the same founding intuition
that gave rise to both of these types of
communities.2r In the Indian context,
Ashramite living seems to embody a
foundational approach to dialogue,
Therefore, the deepest form of dia- inculturation, liberation, and cofirmu-

logue is one that happens at the level
this ontic intentionality, at the level

of
of

nion.

the spirit through silence in the "cave 2. Meaning of Ashramite Living
of the heart" as understood by Swami
Ashramite living is for all those
Abhishikdananda.r8 This
who seek to discover and
could be practiced as the ln the lndian conincarnate their own true
most eloquent form of
Ashramite self in dialogue and comcommunion, not in spite
munion with all who seek

text,

ofbut

because

ofour dif-

living seems to
embody a founda-

ferences. Perhaps, this
is also the true meeting tional approach to
point between East and dialogue, inculturaWest within which we
tion, liberation, and
can recover the sense of
the sacred, the transcen- communion.
JANUARY
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the same goal. Real liberation is one that happens
at the deepest levels of
our being which involves
a radical transformation
of the inner structures of
the self. Today, activists
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to change the unjust social
structures, without noticing the violence within themselves. It is right
and just to try to change the unjust
social structures. But the first step to
change external unjust structures of
poverty and exploitation in contemporary India is by learning to live from
our deepest identity, our " founding life form," who we most deeply
and uniquely are and are called to
be.22 The process of inner liberation
is an unfolding or an emergence that
are trying

happens when one enters deeply into

one's own faith commitments, religious experience and worship, rooting
oneself in the religious-cultural matrix
ofthe people. Secondly, it also requires
an opening up to and a collaboration
with people of other religious and ideological faith traditions and directing
the inner resources of our faith for the
liberation of both the oppressors and
the oppressed.
Just as the ancient monasteries of
the Middle East and of the West that
have contributed to the social transformation of the society on various levels,

ashramite living can embody and
facilitate a process of inner and outer
liberation (transformation) within
the interforming religious context of
India.

To exemplifu the reasoning for
ashramite living as a formative habitus
for spiritual formation, there is no other
better example than that of Mahatma
Gandhi. If Gandhi, whom Churchill
called the "half naked fakir," was
JANUARY

able to shake the British Empire and
lead India to independence, it was not
simply because he was an astute politician, a shrewd social reformer, or a
good Hindu, but primarily because he
was an ashramite. Gandhi, who sought
after truth primarily through his own
religious tradition of Hinduism and
reached out to others in genuine dialogue, and whose utterances appealed
to the masses of India, is one among
the few leaders of the world who were
able to touch and awaken the soul of
a nation through the spiritual wisdom
which supplied strength for collective
action. Even in this, the uniqueness
of Gandhi consists in the fact that he
derived this spiritual wisdom from his
ashramite life style and prayer, and
this is a lesson for the whole world. If
India has to produce men and women
who will participate formatively in the
transformation of themselves and of
their society, then the spiritual wisdom
embodied in several faith and form
traditions have to be explored and
lived, hence, indicating the need for
the ashram.
3. Why a Christian Ashram?

Speaking for an ashram model
from a Christian perspective, let us not
argue for a "sameness of all religions"
or for a model that pretends to symbolize the universality of all religions
in eclectic inclusivism or in mutual
absorption. I agree with Bede Griffiths,
who was one of the pioneers in developing a Christian ashram in India, as
JUNE 2()()8
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he writes: "It is often suggested that prejudices; (3) a profound loyalty to
the differences do not really matter; one's own religious faith and form trathey all disappear in the ultimate dition.2a Therefore, in this proposed
reality, which transcends them. But I Christian ashram model, the basic
do not think that religious differences
formation tradition has to be attuned
can be so easily resolved. In Christian
to the foundations of Christian faith
belief, there is an essential truth which tradition, though the actual formation
is not relative but absolute, not tempo- tradition in its pyramidal structure will
ral but eternal, and which must be pre- be different from that which prevails
served in any meeting of religions. For in the traditional Christian (Western)
a Christian, the meeting of religions religious communities.
can only take place in Christ, because
in Him is found the meeting point of VII. CHRISTIAN ASHRAM AS A
the relative and the absolute, of time FORMATIYE HABITUS
and eternity, of the one and the many,
of God and man."23
1. Meaning of Formative Habitus

Formative habitus is considered
Therefore, being grounded in the
to
be
an essential prerequisite for
Christian faith and form tradition, and
formatively reading the Indian reality, Christian articulation of the science
we must search for a model of indige- of fundamental formation. Habitus,
nous Christian religious living, namely, according to Richard Byrns, "functions
for a Christian ashram which takes up as a directive light within the attention of the articulation researchers that
the structures ofthe traditional ashram
model, and foundationally articu- enables them to resonate intraformatively with, and thereby disclose and
lates them in the Christian formation
tradition in dialogue with the differ- express the foundations of Christian
ent faith and form traditions of India. formation that are symbolized in the
This model of the Christian oshram classic expressions of the tradition.....
seeks to base itselfon three presuppo- (It) is a complex of graced formation
structures, dispositions,
sitions, which Panikkar
and
actions that are inteconsiders as the char- It is often suggestgral
to ongoing Christian
acteristics of a genuine
ed
that
the
differformation."2s
encounter. They are: (l)
a deep human honesty in ences do not really
There are four sigsearching for truth when- matter; they all di
nificant inter-related
ever and wherever it can appear in the ulti aspects that constitute
be found; (2) an intel- mate reality, which this formative habitus
lectual openness in this
transcends them." which, in turn, help the
search without bias or
experts of the science in
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their task of Christian
articulation. They are: .. a silent dialogue
(1) habit of dialogue; can more power(2) formative self-direc- fully lead to comtion through tradition munion in the One(Foundational); (3) the
process of reforming dis- ness of the spirit
theological
positions (Incarnational) ;
(4) formative appraisal of verbal dialogue on
one's level of response to
a mere intellectual
the Christian form tradilevel.
tion (Integration).26

than

Articulating

and other's traditions.

for Dialogue and

Communion
The spiritually open and welcoming atmosphere of the ashram where
people of different faiths gather naturally, can become a place where we can
educate all who come there to enter
into a silent dialogue at the level of the
82

But to reach this new
level, a new way of thinking has to be cultivated
by the ashramites, one
which Van Kaam calls,

"formative thinking." It

the

above insights within the context of
Christian ashram, we could say that
it can become a formative habitus
where the core community remains
foundationally Christian.2T And for
that very reason, it remains open to
all those rvho seek God, people of all
faiths and walks of life. Its structures
place themselves at the service of the
spiritual formation of the inmates, and
they remain open to dialogue, formative direction through their own tradition, more indigenous expressions of
living, and finally to integrated living
in which the ashramites come to evaluate their inner responses to their own

2. As a Place

cave ofthe heart. Such a
silent dialogue can more
powerfully lead to communion inthe Oneness of
the spirit than theological
verbal dialogue on a mere
intellectual level.

JANUARY

is an experiential open style of thinking characteristic of the human person
as openness to transcendent formation. Dwelling reverently on familiar formation events, it discloses the
transcendent and pneumatic meanings

they conceal. This gentle formative
presence makes human life available
to the transforming created and uncreated powers that pervade the universe,
humanity, history, and one's inferiority. Engagement in formative thinking
fosters personal transformationub

This habit of formative thinking
should enable the ashromites to tecognize the voice of God whose voice
fills the universe. But to hear this, one
may have to put aside, not one's faith,
but at least to a great extent, the conceptual expressions of that faith which
obtrude themselves perpetually into
one's mind, while reading and listening to the truth of other traditions.
Formative thinking can help the formation of a heart that can "listen" to
another's faith experience. Seeing the
JUNE
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other and his/her tradition in the light
of the one transcendent mystery can
enable ashramites to become wholly
transparent to it, accepting the echoes
and resonances the message may
awaken in their hearts, and to assimilate them into their own hearts as intimately as possible. Formative thinking is a way to enter into the experience that has molded the religious
soul of India. Therefore, Christian
ashram, with its experiential and dialogical thinking and knowing which
the natural association with the people
of other faiths may provide, can make
dialogue an ongoing reality. The fruits
of this dialogue will then flow into
their theologizing and prayer life.
The formative, dialogical thinking

of their human existence and of the

dent communion through formative
thinking and dialogue.

Facilitating Formative SelfDirection
3.

Formative dwelling upon the
of everyday life and their symbolization in the faith and form tradievents

tions facilitate the spiritual self-direction of the ashramites. Van Kaam has
written extensively about the art of
formative self-direction.2e Within his
foundational approach, he describes

it

as the "preconscious and conscious
process of a search for and tentative
realization of a unique human form
of life guided by directives of formation opted for or - if already operative
unconsciously or preconsciously - ratified in relative freedom on the basis
of insightful appraisal ofthe directives

universe will enable the ashramites,
not only to respect other faith and form concerned."3o
traditions, but also to respect all forms
In other words, formative spiritual
of life. In ancient ashram literature or
direction is the discovery and incarmonastic literature, we read of cows,
nation of the unique form of life God
sheep, dogs, etc., all living in harmony.
has meant for each of us. This discovThe all-pervading creative mystery
of formation is seen in all creatures. ery and incarnation happens in and
through the dialogue with our formaEven the vegetarian diet in the ashram
tion field as illumined by the mystery
facilitates this respectful formation of
of formation. If spiritual direction
all forms of life. Ecological forma- is
the discovery and incarnation of
tion would thus become
whom we most deeply
a natural process in the
and uniquely are, in the
a s hr am -Discovering God,
all-pervading light of the transcendent
not only within themcreative mystery of mystery ashram, in its
selves but also in everydialogical communal setthing, and everything in formation is seen up, provides an atmoGod, the ashramites vvill in all creatures.
sphere forthis. There may
be able to have transcenbe regular hours of medi-

The
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tation (Dyana), scripture

reading (Svadhyaya),
and manual and intellectual works (karma yogo).
But the ashram set-up
heeds, above all, to the
factors of the individual and personal needs,
respecting the fact that

and masters

of

forma-

An exposure to the tion-remainsaprimary
contemplative tra- source for formative self-

of Hindu-

direction. But this reflective dwelling is always
ism and Buddhism also in dialogue with the
can enable serious scriptures, liturgy and
recap- classical masters of other
seekers
mystical form traditions. An expoture
sure to the contemplative
traditions of Chris- traditions
of Hinduism

ditions

to

the

different people have different paces of growth. A
monolithic law cannot tianity ...
stipulate the inner workings of the soul. It cannot ask everyone to unfold by a given date, nor, if
they are not able to, are asked to quit.

Since the goal of the Ashram is
to facilitate the overall spiritual formation, it is essential that their exact

and Buddhism
enable serious

can

seekers

to recapture the mystical traditions of
Christianity of which many are quite
unaware. The very real and still alive
Indian tradition of communication is
through silence, and ashram setting
makes silence and peace as part of the

normal habitual atmosphere.
pattern of life should be as far as posFor the above reason, a Christian
sible, individually based and paced.
One of the most important things that ashram also envisions the formative
reading of the non-biblical scripturesChristian ashrams can provide, for the
young in particular, is simply time and
something that is vitally required
in today's "dialogical" Church. An
space in which they can discover who
and what they are. The integration Ashram where non-Christian friends
of prayer and life, of which we hear visit is a more natural place for this
so much today, is not something that formation. Swami Abhishiktanada, in
takes place within two or three years
his Hindu Christian Meeting Point
of traditional novitiate. It is a for- has left for the Indian Church a vital
mative process and it takes time and legacy on how to read and study others'
leisure; an ascetical leisure is a neces- scriptures with an open mind and heart
sary atmosphere in which the seed of without prejudice or fear or a feeling
contemplation can grow.
of superiority. Formative reading of
In the Christian ashram, the med- the classics of other traditions in the
itative dwelling upon the founda- light of Christ and then returning to
tional symbols of the Christian form read the Bible in the light of those
tradition - the event of Christ and its non-biblical scriptural classics may be
an experience that enriches both our
classic expressions in scripture, liturgy
B4
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prayer life and our theology. Through
such reading, the ashramites allow
themselves to be personally formed
by the traditions that they beiong to as
well as the pneumatic foundations of
other traditions.
4. Fostering Incarnational Presence

The principal of on-going formation is an absolute infra-structural principle of the science of fundamental
formation.3 I Therefore, the experience
of Christian life is also one of ongoing
formation. It is not only a matter of
discovering the unique image of Christ
that we are, but also of incarnating it
gradually and tentatively in our everyday life in a consonant way.
A Christian ashram situated in the
unique socio-cultural-religious reality
of India can foster a consonant incarnational presence of Christ by taking
into account the criteria of compatibility in the indigenous living of its spiritual life.. For Christians in India, inculturation becomes a necessity because
of certain historical factors. It means,
primarily the expression of their faith
in the particular setting of India's cultural mosaic, and entering into the
total religiousness of the people. It
calls Indian Christians to reflect upon
the relationship between religion and
culture and also its religious specificity
and its particular sharing in a common
culture.

Ashram, in its commitment to
more incarnational presence of Christ,

enables the ashramites to seek out
more indigenous spiritual discipline,
which is called, Sadhana. This is
where the yogic systems of Hinduism
can offer immense help. The real end
of yoga is the transformation of body
and soul by the power of the indwelling spirit, the Atman.In the classical
yogic system of Patanjali, there are
eight stages in this process oftransformation.32 Thus, we need to draw on all
the infinite resources of Eastern spirituality: Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist, and
Confucian.

In most ashrams, there could
be one predominant way, either of
karma (action) or Jana (knowledge),
or Bhakti (devotion), though one or
several other ways (yogas) may be
used as auxiliaries to the main s adhana.

The formation in any of these paths
is given primarily by living with the
master or the guru. That is why praxis
or sadhana is always considered more

important than merely listening to
teachings and to study, though serious
study is also exacted in some ashrams.
Communication through silence,
which predominates in the ashram
atmosphere, is a gift of contemplation gratuitously given after strenuous
and long sadhana. Thus, asceticism
through various paths, solitude, simplicity of lifestyle and living structures,
regular hours of individual and group
meditation, integration of the various
dimensions of life with yogic practices-all make up the setting of the
ashram which would facilitate a more
incamational presence of Christ.
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At the Service of Consonant Inte'
gration

5.

Ashram, as a formative habitus,
always places itself at the service of
consonant integration. The distinctive call of the Christian ashram is to
witness to the transcendent mystery
revealed in Christ and as operative in
the various traditions. This requires a
formative appraisal of the foundations
of the Christian form tradition, in dialogue with the foundational truths of
other traditions, and a search to express
this wisdom in more indigenous and
integrated forms of living that are congenial, compatible and compassionate.
This call to integration is the greatest
challenge of a Christian ashram, as
it involves much learning, reflection,
prayff and fidelity to Christian tradition and, above all, a leap in faith, hope
and love. A systematic verbalization
of Christian form tradition in dialogue
with the other traditions can enable
ashramites to integrate consonantly
within a framework, the relevant contributions from other form traditions,
and also from auxiliary sciences.
This isthe reasonwhy VanKaam
writes about the need of formative
appraisal and response to traditions as
necessary for consonant integration.
He talks about five kinds of responses
to Christian and other form traditions;
"blind identification, ratification, contestation, consonant ratification-contestation and consonarce."33 For consonant integration, the ashram, as a
86
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formative habitus, has to embody the
"consonant ratifi cation- contestation. "3a

A Christian ashram that seeks to
embody a foundational approach to
Christian religious living that avoids
all deformative irenicism, indifferentism, andfictitious forms of ecumenism,
can provide the setting for a consonant

ratification-contestation, which would
facilitate consonant integration. Here

again, formation science can offer
immense help to those who want to
implement such a vision of a Christian
ashram. Due to the importance of
this consonant ratification-contestation response within the context of
the interformation of traditions,3s Van
Kaam takes pains to explain the potential blessings and dangers involved in
this process: "Formation science, in
its research and theory concerning the
origin and differentiation of formation
traditions, points to the possibility of
different articulations and actualizations of the formation possibilities
contained in the basic writings that
underlie religious and ideological form
traditions such as Christian, Jewish,
Islamic, Hindu, Buddhist, and Marxist.
It argues cogently that these articulations and actualizations can be fundamentally different. It cautions against
premature identification of imagined
identities between them that would
confuse and weaken one's effective
fldelity to one's own traditional source
of spiritual formation."36

Though Van Kaam is specifically
speaking to the Christian articulators
JUNE 2008
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of the formation science in order tg
help them with the issues of ecumen-

In this search, the Church has already
begun to adopt the ashram model in
the form of Christian ashram, which
has become a potentially spiritual and
formative force for Christians in India.

ism and inter-faith dialogue, what he
speaks applies very pointedly to the
challenge of "consonant-ratificationcontestation" within the spirit of ecu- Such an ashram may have far-reaching
menism and inter-faith dialogue of the implications for the Church as a whole.
Cluistian ashram. Speaking of it in Speaking of the need for a world
terms of "appreciation" and "approba- monastic community, which
would
tion," Van Kaam writes: "Ecumenism include celibate and married people,
as well as inter-faith dialogue imply young
and old, Basil Pennington
mutual appreciation of one another as
writes: "The Indian Ashram offers us
men and women of good will seeking
a challenging and thought-provoking
together for better understanding,
model in this."38 As the laity grows
loving communication, and cofltmon
ground.... While the good will of the more interested in the ashram movement, it is hoped that it will become a
adherents of other traditions should
be deeply appreciated as well as their strong influence for national and intercompatible contributions to spiritual national integration.
formation, this does not imply the
granting of the uncritical approbation
of one's own form tradition to all of
their particular truth apprehensiolls."3T
It is true that the Christian ashram,
by its very ecumenical and dialogical nature, stands on risky ground.
However, this challenge has to be
faced if Christian religious living has
to be authentic to its mission in India.

V[I. CONCLUSION
Thus, in the unique interforming
religious plurality of India, and within
the new horizons opened up by interfaith dialogue, liberation, and inculturation, the Church in India is seeking
for an indigenous mode of Christian
religious living which opens itself to
people of all faiths and walks of life.

Endnotes:

l.

A-shram [a = non; shram : labor] means
"a place without labor. It can also mean a
place where there is no work, except the
one, the supreme work of seeking the Absolute relentlessly."
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As a new discipline, perhaps a brief introduction to this science would be feasible.
The Science of Foundational Human Formation has been developed and implemented by Adrian van Kaam and his research
colleagues at the Institutue of Formative
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of the Epiphany Academy. In this age of
information explosion and the resulting
confusion in the directives of formation
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formative wisdom of classical faith and

8. I tend to think that this kind of "Structu-

formation traditions and of the modern hu-

They need to be considered as accretions
from the administrative strategies and the
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insofar as they share the same spiritual human nature, Formation Science can assist
theologians, ideological philosophers, and
others to be critical of the premature claims of identity between spiritual formation
principles and practices in different formation traditions that are particular articula-

17.

tions of the basic formation potencies of

18.See Abhishikdananda, Hindu-Christian
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human nature.
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was one where all human beings were truly

equal, where the only authority under God
was the charismatic authority of wisdom,
experience and love. It is true that these
communities had structures, rules and regulations. Nevertheless, there was also
very much a spirit of personalism and freedom because the members knew that each
rule was a kind of scaffolding with which
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they were to help themselves build the spiritual structure of their lives with God.
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DOCUMENTATION
'TO LOOK TO CHRIST': FOLLOWING JESUS THROUGH POVERTY,
CHASTITY, OBEDIENCE
[On Saturday, 8 September (2007),
after lunch with the Austrian Bishops
and his entourage, the Pope (Benedict
XVD left the Benedictine Community
of the Shrine of Mariazell and walked
to the Shrineb Basilica, where he celebrated Second Ve spers of the Solemnity
of the Birth of the Blessed Wrgin Mary
with the priests, Religious, deacons
and seminarians. The following is a
translation ofthe Pope's Homily at the
Service, delivered in German.J
Venerable and dear Brothers in the

Priestly Ministry,

Dear Men and Women of
Consecrated Life,

Dear Friends,
We have come together in the ven-

erable Basilica of our Magna Mater
Austriae in Mariazell. For many generations people have come to pray
here to obtain the help of the Mother
ofGod.
We too are doing the same today.
We wantto joinMary inpraising God's
immense goodness and in expressing
our gratitude to the Lord for all the
blessings we have received, especially
the great gift of the faith.

We also wish to commend to Mary

our heartfelt concerns: to beg her protection for the Church, to invoke her
intercession for the gift of worthy vocations for dioceses and religious communities, to implore her assistance for
families and her merciful prayers for
all those longing for freedom from sin
and for the grace of conversion, and
finally, to entrust to Mary's maternal
care our sick and our elderly.

May the great Mother of Austria
and of Europe bring all of us to a profound renewal of faith and life!
Proclaiming the Kingdom
Dear friends, as priests, and as
men and women religious, you are
servants of the mission of Jesus Christ.
Just as 2000 years ago Jesus called
people to follow him, today too young
men and women are setting out at his
call, attracted by him and moved by a
desire to devout their lives to serving
the Church and helping others. They
have the courage to follow Christ, and
they want to be his witnesses.

Being a follower of Christ is
full of risks, since we are constantly
threatened by sin, lack of freedom and

defection.
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Consequently, we all need his
just as Mary received it in its
fullness. We learn to look always, like
Mary to Christ, and to make him our
criterion and measure. Thus, we can
participate in the universal saving
mission of the Church of which he is
the head.
grace,

The Lord calls priests, Religious
and lay people to go into the world,
in all its complexity, and to cooperate
in the building up of God's Kingdom.
They do this in agreatvariety of ways:
in preaching, in building communities, in the different pastoral ministries,
in the practical exercise of charity, in
research and scientific study carried
out in an apostolic spirit, in dialogue
with the surrounding culture, in promoting the justice willed by God and,
in no less measure, in the recollected
contemplation of the triune God and
the common praise of God in their
communities.

The Lord invites you to join the
Church "on her pilgrim way through
history." He is inviting you to become
pilgrims with him and to share in his
life, which today too includes both the
way of the Cross and the way of the
Risen One through the Galilee of our
existence.

But he remains always one and
the same Lord who, through the one
Baptism, calls us to the one faith.

Taking part in his joumey thus
means both things: the dimension
JANUARY

of the Cross - with failure, suffering,
misunderstanding and even contempt
and persecution -, but also the experience of profound joy in his service
and ofthe great consolation bom ofan
encounter with him.

Like the Church, individual parishes, communities and all baptized
Christians find in their experience of
the Crucified and Risen Christ the
source of their mission.
At the heart of the mission of Jesus
Christ and of very Christian is the proclamation of the Kingdom of God.
Proclaiming the Kingdom in the
Name of Christ means for the Church,
for priests, men and women religious,
and for all the baptized, a commitment
to be present in the world as his witnesses.

The Kingdom of God is really God
himself, who makes himselfpresent in
our midst and reigns through us.

The Kingdom of God is built up
when God lives in us and we bring
God into the world. You do so when
you testiff to a "meaning" rooted in
God's creative love and opposed to
every kind of meaninglessness and
despair. You stand alongside all those
who are earnestly striving to discover
this meaning, alongside all those who
want to make something positive of
their lives.
JUNE 2(l(,8
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By your prayer and intercession,
you are the advocates of all who seek
God, who are journeying towards God.
You bear witness to a hope which,
against every form of hopelessness,
silent or spoken, points to the fidelity
and the loving concern of God.
Hence, you are onthe side ofthose

who are crushed by misfortune and
cannot break of their burdens. You
bear witness to that love which gives
us for humanity and thus conquered
death.

You are on the side of all who
have never known love, and who are
no longer able to believe in life. And
so you stand against all forms of injustice, hidden or apparent, and against a
growing contempt for man.

Three Evangelical counsels

Following Christ - we want to
follow him - following Christ means
taking on ever more fully his mind
and his way of life; this is what the
Letter of the Philippians tells us: "Let
the same mind be in you that was in
Christ!" (cf.2:5).

"To Look to Christ" is the theme
of these days. In looking to him, the
great Teacher of life, the Church has
discerned three striking features of
Jesus' basic attitude. These three features - with the Tradition we call them
the "Evangelical Counsels" - have
become the distinctive elements of a
life committedto the radical following
of Christ: poverty, chastity, and obedience. Let us reflect now briefly on
them.

In this way, dear brothers and
sisters, your whole life needs to be, Poverty
like that of John the Baptist, a great,
Jesus Christ, who was rich with
living witness to Jesus Christ, the Son the very richness of God, became poor
of God incamate.
for our sake, as St. Paul tells us in the
Second Letter to the Corinthians (cf.
Jesus called John "a buming and
shining lamp" (Jn 5:35). You too must 8:9): this is an unfathomable statement,
one to which we should always retum
be such lamps! Let your Light shine in
for
further reflection.
our society, in political and economic
life, in culture and research.
And inthe Letter to the Philippians
Even if it is only a flicker amid so
many deceptive lights, it nonetheless
draws its power in splendor from the
great Morning Star, the Risen Christ,
whose light shines brilliantly - wants
to shine brilliantly through us - and
will never fade.
JANUARY

we read: He emptied himself:

he

humbled himself and became obedient even to death on a cross (cf.2:6ff).
The one who himself became poor,
called the poor "blessed".

St. Luke,

in his version of

the
Beatitudes, makes us understand that
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this statement - calling the poor blessed

- certainly refers to the poor, the truly
poor, in Israel at that time, where a
sharp distinction existed between rich
and poor.

But St. Matthew in his version
of the Beatitudes, explains to us that
material poverty alone is not enough
to ensure God's closeness, since the
heart can be hard and filled with lust
for riches.

Matthew - like all of Scripture
lets us understand that in any case
God is particularly close to the poor.
So it becomes evident: in the poor
Christians see the Christ who awaits
them, who awaits their commitment.

-

Anyone who wants to follow Christ
in a radical way must renounce material goods. Bu he or she must live this
poverty in a way centered on Christ,
as a means of becoming inwardly free
for their neighbour.

For all Christians, but especially
for us priests, and for Religious, both
as individuals and in community, the
issue of poverty and the poor must be
the object of a constant and serious
examination of conscience. In our own
situation, in which we are not badly off,
we ilre not poor, I think that we ought
to reflect particularly on how we can
live out this calling in a sincere way. I
would like to recortmend it for your for our - examination of conscience.
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Chastity/Celibacy

To

understand correctly the
meaning of chastity, we must start
with its positive content. Once again,
we find this only by looking to Christ.
Jesus' life had a two-fold direction:

he lived for the Father and for others.
Sacred Scripture we see Jesus as a
man of prayer, one who spends entire
nights in dialogue with the Father.
Through his prayer, he made his own
humanity, and the humanity of us all,
part of his filial relation to the Father.

In

This dialogue with the Father thus
became a constantly-renewed mission
to the world, to us. Jesus'mission led
him to a pure and unreserved commitment to men and women.
Sacred Scripture shows that at no
movement of his life did he betray
even the slightest trace ofself-interest
or selfishness in his relationship with
others. Jesus loved others in the Father,
starting from the Father - and thus he
loved them in their true being in their
reality.

Entering into these sentiments
of Jesus Christ - in this total communion with the living God and in this
completely pure communion with
others, unreservedly at their disposition - this entering into the mind of
Christ inspired in Paul a theology and
a way of life consonant with Jesus'
words about celibacy for the Kingdom
of Heaven (cf. Mt l9:I2). Priests and
JUNE 2(l08
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Religious are not aloof from interpersonal relationships.

Chastity on the contrary, means
and this is where I wished to start and intense relationship; it is, positively speaking, a relationship with the
living Christ and, on the basis of that,
with the Father.

-

Consequently, by the vow of celibate chastity we do not consecrate ourselves to individualism or a life of iso-

lation; instead, we solemnly promise
to put completely and unreservedly at
the service of God's Kingdom - and
thus at the service of others - the deep
relationships of which we are capable
and which we receive as a gift.

In this way priests and Religious
become men and women of hope:
staking everything on God and thus
showing that God for them is something real, they open up a space for
his presence - the presence of God's
Kingdom - in our world.

Dear priests and Religious, you
have an important contribution to
make: amid so much greed, possessiveness, consumerism and the cult
of the individual, we strive to show
selfless love for men and women. We
are living lives of hope, a hope whose
fulfillment we leave in God's hands,
because we believe that he will fulfill
it.
What might have happened had the
history of Christianity lacked such outstanding figures and examples? What

would our world be like, if there were
no priests, if there were no men and
women in the religious congregations
and communities of consecrated life people whose lives testiff to the hope
of a fulfillment beyond every human
desire and an experience ofthe love of
God which transcends all human love?
Precisely today, the world needs our
witness.
Obedience
We now come to obedience. Jesus
lived his entire life, from the hidden
years in Nazareth to the very moment
of his death on the Cross, in listening to the Father, in obedience to the
Father. We see this in an exemplary
way at Gethsemane. "Not my will, but

yours be done".

In this prayer Jesus takes up into
his filial will the stubborn resistance of
us all, and transforms our rebelliousness into his obedience. Jesus was a
man of prayer.

But at the same time he was also
someone who knew how to listen and

to obey: he became "obedient unto
death, even death on a cross" (Phi.
2:8). Christians have always known
from experience that, in abandoning
themselves to the will of the Father,
they lose nothing, but instead discover
in this way their deepest identity and
interior freedom.

In Jesus they have discovered that
those who lose themselves find them-
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selves, and those who bind themselves
in an obedience grounded in God and
inspired by the search for God, become
free.

Listening to God and obeying him
has nothing to do with external constraint and the loss of oneself. Only by
entering into God's will do we attain
our true identity.

to understand that the God to whom
we can surrender ourselves is alone the
God who became tangible and close to
us in Jesus Christ.

But once more the question arose:
Where do I find Jesus Christ? How can
I truly give myself to him? The answer
Guardini found after much searching
was this: Jesus is concretely present to
us only in his Body, the Church.

Our world today needs the tesAs a result, obedience to God's
timony of this experience precisely
because of its desire for "self-realiza- will, obedience to Jesus Christ, must
tion" and "self-determination".

Romano Guardini relates in
his autobiography how, at a critical
moment on his journey, when the faith
of his childhood was shaken, the fundamental decision of his entire life his conversion - came to him through
an encounter with the saying of Jesus
that only the one who loses himself
find himself (cf. Mk 8:34ff; In 12:25);
without self-surrender, without selfloss, there can be no self-discovery or
self-realization.

But then the question arose: to
what extent is it proper to lose myself?
To whom can I give myself?

It became clear to him that we can
surrender ourselves completely only if
by doing so we fall into the hands of
God. Only in him, in the end, can we
lose ourselves and only in him can we
find ourselves.
But then the question arose: Who
is God? Where is God? Then he came
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be, really and practically, humble obedience to the Church.

I think that this too is something
calling us to a constant and deep examination of conscience.
It is all summed up in the prayer of
St. Ignatius of Loyola - aprayer which
always seems to me so overwhelming
that I am almost afraid to say it, yet
one which, for all its diffrculty, we
should always repeat: "Take, O Lord,
and receive all my liberty, my memory,
my understanding and my entire will.
All that I have and all that I possess
you have given me: I surrender it all
to you; it is all yours, dispose of it
according to your will. Give me only
your love and your grace; with these
I will be rich enough and will desire
nothing more".
Dear brothers and sisters! You are
about to return to those places where
you live and carry out your ecclesial,
pastoral, spiritual and human activity.
May Mary, our great Advocate and
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Mother, watch over and protect you
and your work. May she intercede
for you with her Son, Our Lord Jesus

both here in Austria and in the various
countries from which many of you
have come.

Christ.

With affection I accompany all of
you with my Blessings.

I thank you for your prayers and
your labors in the Lord's vineyard,
and I join you in praying that God will
protect and bless all of you, and everyone, particularly the young people,

(Courtesy: Indian Edition of
L'Osservatore Romano, N. 37
(2010) - 12 September 2007, p. 7)
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